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Abstrat
We study the multivariate generalisation of the lassial WienerHopf algebra, whih
is the C
∗
-algebra generated by the WienerHopf operators, given by onvolutions
restrited to onvex ones. By the work of Muhly and Renault, this C
∗
-algebra is
known to be isomorphi to the redued C
∗
-algebra of a ertain restrited ation
groupoid. It admits a omposition series, and therefore, a `symbol' alulus. Using
groupoid methods, we obtain, in the framework of Kasparov's bivariant KK-theory,
a topologial expression of the index maps assoiated to these symbol maps in terms
of geometri-topologial data of the underlying onvex one. This generalises an
index theorem by Upmeier onerning WienerHopf operators on symmetri ones.
Our result overs a wide lass of ones ontaining the polyhedral and homogeneous
ones.
Key words: WienerHopf operator, groupoid C
∗
-algebra, topologial index, KK
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1 Introdution
Let Ω be a losed, pointed, and solid onvex one in the n-dimensional real
inner produt spae X . WienerHopf operators are the bounded operators
∗
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Wf on L
2(Ω) , dened by
Wfξ(x) =
∫
Ω
f(x− y)ξ(y) dy for all f ∈ L1(X) , ξ ∈ L2(Ω) , x ∈ Ω .
Classially, one onsiders X = R and Ω = R>0 . Then it is a well-known fat
that 1 +Wf is a Fredholm operator if and only if 1 + fˆ is everywhere non-
vanishing, where fˆ denotes Fourier transform. Then 1 + fˆ may be onsidered
as a non-vanishing funtion on S1 , and its winding number is the index of
1 +Wf (possibly up to a sign, depending on the normalisation of the Fourier
transform).
These two fats may be phrased in a modern language, as follows. Let A be
the C
∗
-algebra, generated by Wf , f ∈ L1(R) . Then the mapWf 7→ fˆ extends
to a morphism of C
∗
-algebras, and we have a short exat sequene
0 //K(L2(0,∞)) //A // C0(R) // 0 ,
K denoting the set of all ompat operators and C0 that of the ontinuous
funtions vanishing at innity. Moreover, the index of operators with given
(matrix) symbols orresponds to the onneting map in operator K-theory,
K1c (R) = K1(C0(R)) → K0(K) = Z , indued by this short exat sequene.
Computing the index of Fredholm WienerHopf operators (in fat, Fredholm
matries in the unitisation of A) amounts to the omputation of this map.
The generalisation of these results to multivariate situations, where X has
dimension n > 2 and Ω is a losed onvex one, has been a long-standing
problem, and various authors have ontributed to it over time. We shall only
give the very briefest overview at this point and refer to the indution of [2℄
and the literature ited there for a more in-depth aount of these historial
matters.
In the multivariate ase, the above short exat sequene is replaed by a
omposition series, i.e. a ltration by losed ideals whose subquotients are
ontinuous trae algebras, and the orresponding index maps are the d1 dif-
ferentials of the AtiyahHirzebruh homology spetral sequene in K-theory
indued by this ltration. A omposition series was obtained in the opposite
ase of polyhedral and symmetri (i.e. homogeneous and self-dual) ones by
Muhly and Renault [22℄; at this point, no index theorems were established.
Upmeier [35℄ gave an alternative desription of the omposition series in the
symmetri ase and omputed the index maps. (In fat, he onsiders the C
∗
-
algebras of Toeplitz operators on bounded symmetri domains and develops
the orresponding theory for them. If the bounded symmetri domain has a
Siegel realisation as a tube domain, then the WienerHopf algebra A ours
as an ideal in the Toeplitz algebra, as in the one-variable ase.)
This makes the lass of symmetri ones the only lass of ones for whih a
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omplete index theory of multivariate WienerHopf operators has been de-
veloped. One obstale to the generalisation of the ner K-theoretial results
beyond symmetri ones seemed to be that Upmeier's work relies on the use of
the theory of Jordan algebras, whih is only available in this ase. Due to the
renement of the theory of groupoid C
∗
-algebras and operator K theory over
the last 20 years, we have been able to follow the groupoid approah of Muhly
and Renault, thereby obtaining an independent proof of Upmeier's results
and simultaneously extending them to a large lass of ones whih, in par-
tiular, allows the treatment of polyhedral and homogeneous (not neessarily
symmetri) ones by the same methods.
Let us explain this approah. The C
∗
-algebra generated by the WienerHopf
operators Wf , f ∈ L1(X) , is isomorphi to the redued groupoid C∗-algebra
C∗r(WΩ) of the `WienerHopf groupoid' WΩ .
The groupoidWΩ is a ertain restrition of an ation groupoid, onstruted as
follows. The vetor spae X ats by translation on its spae of losed subsets
F(X) , whih is a ompat metrisable spae when endowed with the Fell topol-
ogy. The set −Ω is a point of F(X) , and the losure X of the orbit through
this point under the ation of X is ompat. The orbit losure for the ation
of the subsemigroup Ω ⊂ X is denoted by Ω . Now, if X ⋊ X denotes the
usual ation groupoid given by the ation of the group X on the spae X , the
WienerHopf groupoid is dened as the restrition WΩ = (X ⋊ X)|Ω to the
non-invariant subset Ω . We refer to [14,2℄ for the details of the onstrution.
The groupoid WΩ desribes a lamination of the spae Ω , and in [2℄, we have
onstruted a omposition series of the algebra C∗r(WΩ) assoiated to the orbit
type stratiation for the groupoid's ation, whih we proeed to desribe.
Reall that a subset F of a onvex set C is a fae if any segment in C whose
midpoint belongs to F lies ompletely in F . Order the dimensions of the faes
of the dual one Ω∗ inreasingly,
{0 = n0 < n1 < · · · < nd = n} =
{
dimF
∣∣∣ F ⊂ Ω∗ fae} .
Let Pj be the set of nd−j-dimensional faes of Ω
∗
. Any element of Pj , onsid-
ered as a point of Ω , has the same orbit type. Here, reall that an orbit type
of a groupoid G with struture maps r and s is the onjugay lass, under the
ation of G , of an isotropy group G(x) = r−1(x)∩ s−1(x) , x ∈ G(0) , of G . The
isotropies of the groupoid WΩ are linear subspaes of X and their onjugay
is lassied by dimension. The orbit type of every point of Pj then turns out
to be that of an (n− nd−j)-dimensional linear subspae of X .
Now, let Yj ⊂ Ω be the `orbit type stratum' of Pj , i.e. the set of all points
of Ω with the same orbit type as the points of Pj . Moreover, assume that the
sets Pj are ompat for all j , in the spae of all losed subsets of X , endowed
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with the Fell topology. Then the orbit type strata Yj over Ω , and naturally
form bre bundles over the spaes Pj .
We all ones whose sets of faes of xed dimension are ompat faially
ompat. This ondition obtains for Ω∗ if Ω is, e.g., polyhedral or symmetri
(i.e. homogeneous and self-dual). In these speial ases, the sets Pj are, re-
spetively, nite sets and ertain ompat homogeneous spaes inluding, in
partiular, all spheres.
The strata Yj are losed and invariant, and the unions Uj =
⋃j−1
i=0 Yi are open
and invariant. Thus, we obtain ideals Ij = C
∗
r(WΩ|Uj) of the WienerHopf
C
∗
-algebra C∗r(WΩ) , and extensions
0 //C∗r(WΩ|Yj) // Ij+1/Ij−1 = C∗r(WΩ|(Uj+1 \ Uj−1)) //C∗r(WΩ|Yj) // 0 .
Moreover, the bre bundle struture of the strata indues Morita equivalenes
WΩ|Yj ∼ Σj where Σj is the `o-tautologial' vetor bundle over the spae Pj
whose bre at the fae F is the orthogonal omplement F⊥ . (Alternatively, Σj
is the restrition of the isotropy group bundle of WΩ to the setion Pj of the
bundle Yj → Pj .) Thus, C∗r(WΩ) is solvable of length d , and its spetrum an
be omputed in terms of a suitable gluing of the bundles Σj . As a partiular
ase, one obtains the lassial WienerHopf extension (assoiated to X = R
and Ω = R>0).
The above extensions indue index maps K1c (Σj) → K0c (Σj−1) , given as the
Kasparov produt with the KK lass
∂j ∈ KK1(C∗r(WΩ|Yj),C∗r(WΩ|Yj−1))
representing the above extension. As already noted, these maps may also be
viewed as the d1 dierentials of the AtiyahHirzebruh type homology spetral
sequene indued by the ltration. In [2℄, we expressed the index map ∂j as
the family index of ertain ontinuous Fredholm families of operators on a
ontinuous eld of Hilbert spaes over Σj−1 .
In this paper we prove a formula for ∂j whih expresses the latter through
topologial data. This formula generalises Upmeier's [35℄ result for symmetri
ones to a larger lass of onvex ones. Let us stress that our methods are
dierent from his, and originate in the non-ommutative geometry approh
to foliation C
∗
-algebras, beneting from the reent progress in this eld. Our
result applies both to ones with a large number of automorphisms (suh as
homogeneous ones whih need not be symmetri), and those with only few
(suh as polyhedral ones).
We proeed to desribe our index formula. To stress the analogy, we deliber-
ately adopt Upmeier's notation, despite the dierenes in our assumptions and
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methods. Assume that the one Ω has a faially ompat and loally smooth
dual one (ompare setion 6 for the denition of `loally smooth'). Consider
the ompat spae Pj onsisting of all pairs (E, F ) ∈ Pj−1 × Pj suh that
E ⊃ F . It has projetions
Pj−1 Pjξoo η //Pj
whih need not be surjetive unless j = 1, d (although they are in the poly-
hedral and symmetri ases). The projetion ξ : Pj → Pj−1 turns Pj into a
brewise C1 manifold over the ompat base ξ(Pj) . Moreover, η∗Σj is the triv-
ial line bundle over TPj⊕ξ∗Σj−1 if TPj denotes the brewise tangent bundle.
Then we have the following theorem
Theorem 1 The KK-theory element ∂j representing the j
th
WienerHopf
extension is given by
ζ ∗∂j = η
∗[y ⊗ τj ]
where y ∈ KK1(C, S) represents the lassial WienerHopf extension, η is
assoiated to the projetion η∗Σj → Σj , and ζ is assoiated to the inlusion
Σj−1|ξ(Pj) ⊂ Σj−1 . Here,
τj ∈ KK(C∗r(TPj ⊕ ξ∗Σj−1),C∗r(Σj−1|ξ(Pj)))
represents the AtiyahSinger family index for TPj ⊕ ξ∗Σj−1 , onsidered as a
vetor bundle over Σj−1|ξ(Pj) .
To illustrate, we rst onsider the speial ase j = d . Here, η is onstant
(Pd = {0} , Σd = X), ξ is the identity, and in partiular, surjetive. The bres
of ξ are points, so TPd−1 = 0 . The vetor spae X is turned into the trivial
real line bundle over Σd−1 by letting the bre at (E, u) ∈ Σd−1 be the line
spanned by the extreme ray E of Ω∗ . We have that τd−1 is the identity, so
our index formula in this ase is just ∂d = η
∗y , whih reovers the ase of the
lassial WienerHopf extension for Ω = R>0 .
A more interesting speial ase is j = 1 . Here, P0 = {Ω∗} is the point, and Σ0
the zero bundle over the point. So, ξ is onstant, and η is the identity. The set
P1 = P1 onsists of all maximal-dimensional proper faes of Ω∗ . Their dual
faes Fˇ are exposed extreme rays of Ω . The tangent bundle TP1 has at the fae
F the bre F⊥∩Fˇ⊥ . It is important to note that for non-polyhedral ones, this
spae is usually non-zero, the simplest ase being that of the three-dimensional
Lorentz one, where TP1 is the tangent bundle of S
1
. In any ase, for j = 1 ,
τ1 ∈ KK(TP1,C) = K0(TP1) indues on K-theory the AtiyahSinger index
K0c (TP1)→ Z for TP1 , and we have ∂1 = η∗(y ⊗ τ1) .
In a forthoming paper, the rst-named author shows that for a polyhedral
one Ω , the omplex formed by the index maps ∂j and the ohomology groups
of the vetor bundles Σj is preisely the augmented ellular omplex assoiated
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to the CW omplex given by a polygonal setion of Ω . This suggests an
interesting onnetion between the ombinatoris of polyhedra and the K-
theory of subquotients of the WienerHopf algebra.
Let us sketh our strategy of proof. We rst observe that KK1 elements rep-
resenting extensions indued by restritions of groupoids to open invariant
subsets behave naturally in the ategory KK under proper groupoid homor-
phisms, even if these do not indue ∗-morphisms of the groupoid C∗-algebras.
We then onstrut an appropriate proper homomorphism ϕ to the restrited
WienerHopf groupoid WΩ|(Uj+1 \ Uj) whih denes the extensions giving
rise to the index maps ∂j . The domain of ϕ is the bred produt of the
lassial WienerHopf groupoidWR>0 and the tangent groupoid of a brewise
C1 groupoid Dj . Thus, the idea is that the extensions ∂j are lassial Wiener
Hopf extensions with a (possibly highly non-trivial) `twist'.
Using naturality, we pull bak ∂j along ϕ . As is to be expeted, the result
is a Kasparov produt y ⊗ τ where y represents the lassial WienerHopf
extension and τ = τj is the `ConnesSkandalis map' assoiated to the tangent
groupoid. It remains to express y ⊗ τ by topologial means, but this an be
done essentially by standard proedures.
To summarise, the onstrution of the groupoid Dj and the homomorphism ϕ
onstitutes the main step of the proof; the remainder of our paper onsists in
building up a little mahinery.
Following the basi philosophy that an index formula should be the onse-
quene of a naturality of transformations, applied to a partiular homomor-
phism, we have organised our material as follows. Setions 2 to 5 onsist in
olleting tools whih are applied only in setion 6 to prove our main theorem.
Here, setions 2 and 4 ontain to our knowledge new onstrutions, whereas
setions 3 and 5 ontain extensions of known tehniques.
More preisely, in Setion 2, we treat the naturality of extensions by expressing
the mapping one onstrution for groupoid C
∗
-algebras by a groupoid on-
strution. Setion 3 onerns brewise dierentiable groupoids. After realling
basi denitions, we study the tangent groupoid and introdue the (brewise)
ConnesSkandalis map τ . In setion 4, we onstrut the `one' WG over the
tangent groupoid of a given brewise C1 groupoid G , and use it to ompute
y⊗ τ as the extension of a groupoid C∗-algebra; here, the naturality of exten-
sions (from setion 2) also enters. We eet the omputation of τ in topologial
terms in setion 5 by adapting Connes's familiar onstrution of the lassify-
ing spae in for the tangent groupoid of a manifold. In Setion 6, we nally
onsider the WienerHopf groupoid. We onstrut the brewise C1 groupoid
Dj , and a proper homomorphism WDj →WΩ|(Uj+1 \ Uj−1) . An appliation
of the methods previously established proves the index formula.
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2 Groupoid Extensions and Naturality
2.1 Preliminaries
We will onsider groupoids G , usually loally ompat (and Hausdor), and
often endowed with a (ontinuous left) Haar system (λx)x∈G(0) . In the latter
ase, we will onsider the full and redued groupoid C
∗
-algebras C∗(G) and
C∗r(G) , where we suppress the Haar system from the notation. We will use
these onepts freely, and refer the reader to [28℄ for details.
To x our notation and terminology, we ollet some well-known fats on
generalised morphisms and related matters. In what follows, let G,H be loally
ompat (Hausdor) groupoids whose soure and range maps are open.
A generalised morphism from G to H is a loally ompat spae Z , together
with maps G(0) Zroo s //H(0) suh that G ats from the left on Z relative r ,
H ats from the right on Z relative s , the ations ommute, and r : Z → G(0)
is a prinipal H bration (whih is to say that H ats properly and freely
on Z , transitively on the bres of r , and r is open and surjetive). To x
terminology, a ontinuous homomorphism (i.e., a funtor) G → H will be
alled a strit morphism. For these denitions, ompare [34,32,20,15,9℄.
Strit morphisms f : G → H indue generalised morphisms Zf , dened by
Zf = G(0) ×H(0) H , with respet to f : G(0) → H(0) . The ation of H is the
obvious one, and the ation of G is given by
γ.(x, η) = (r(γ), f(γ)η) for all γ ∈ Gx , η ∈ Hf(x) .
Composition of generalised morphisms Z : G → H , W : H → I is given by
W ◦ Z = Z ×H W = (Z ×H(0) W )/H ,
where the ation of H is diagonal:
(z, w).τ = (zτ, τ−1w) whenever s(z) = r(τ) = r(w) .
This omposition is ompatible with the omposition of strit morphisms, up
to anonial isomorphism. Loally ompat groupoids with equivalene lasses
of generalised morphisms form a ategory (without passing to isomorphism
lasses, one obtains a 2-ategory); its isomorphisms are alled Morita equiv-
alenes. In the sequel, we shall be somewhat lax in our use of terminology,
and will not distinguish between generalised morphisms and their equivalene
lasses.
Following [33℄, we shall say that a generalised morphism Z is loally proper
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if the ation of G is proper, and proper if in addition, all inverse images of
ompats under s : Z →H(0) are G-ompats. Equivalently, the indued map
G\Z → H(0) is proper. The omposition of proper generalised morphisms is
proper, and any Morita equivalene is proper.
Generalising the onstrution of an equivalene bimodule given by Muhly
RenaultWilliams [23℄, Tu [33, Theorem 7.8, Remark 7.17℄ has assoiated to
any proper generalised morphism Z : G → H of loally ompat groupoids
with Haar systems a trivially graded right C∗r(H)-Hilbert module, on whih
C∗r(G) ats by ompat endomorphisms. In partiular, this denes a Kasparov
yle KK(Z) ∈ KK(C∗r(H),C∗r(G)) .
This orrespondene is ofuntorial in the following sense. Let KK be the
ategory whose objets are separable C
∗
-algebras, and whose Hom funtor is
KK(−,−) , with omposition given by the Kasparov produt. The map whih
assoiates to eah loally ompat groupoid with Haar system its redued
groupoid C
∗
-algebra, and to eah proper generalised morphism Z as above
the yle KK(Z) , is a ofuntor. In partiular, Morita equivalenes give rise
to KK equivalenes.
2.2 The Mapping Cone Groupoid
Let G be a loally ompat σ-ompat (Hausdor) groupoid with Haar system
(λu) and U ⊂ G(0) an open invariant subset. Set F = G(0)\U . As is well-known
[28, Proposition 4.5℄, [15, 2.4℄, [27, Proposition 2.4.2℄, there is a short exat
sequene
0 //C∗(G|U) j //C∗(G) q //C∗(G|F ) // 0 (1)
where j is given by extension of ompatly supported funtions by zero, and q
is the integrated version of the proper homomorphism given by the inlusion
G|F ⊂ G . In partiular, the KK theory lass of q is the KK theory lass
indued, via the funtor KK(−) introdued above, by this inlusion.
Moreover, if the groupoid G|F is topologially amenable, the orresponding
sequene of redued groupoid C
∗
-algebras
0 //C∗r(G|U) j //C∗r(G) q //C∗r(G|F ) // 0
is also exat.
As does any extension of C
∗
-algebras, these sequenes indue ertain KK1
elements, ommonly onstruted by onsidering mapping ones. To better un-
derstand these, we will in this setion desribe the mapping ones for the above
sequenes as the full or redued C
∗
-algebra of a groupoid.
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For brevity, we denote I(U) = C∗(G|U) , Ir(U) = C∗r(G|U) . Within the or-
responding groupoid C
∗
-algebras of G , these are given as the losures of the
image of Cc(U) . We briey reall that I(−) and, under suitable onditions,
Ir(−) , respet intersetions and unions. This is probably well-known; for the
lak of a referene and to the reader's onveniene, we give a proof.
Proposition 2 Let U1, U2 ⊂ G(0) be open and invariant. Then
I(U1) + I(U2) = I(U1 ∪ U2) and I(U1) ∩ I(U2) = I(U1 ∩ U2) .
Moreover, Ir(U1) + Ir(U2) = Ir(U1 ∪ U2) , and if G|(U1 \ U2) is topologially
amenable, then Ir(U1) ∩ Ir(U2) = Ir(U1 ∩ U2) .
PROOF. Sine G(0) is normal, by Urysohn's lemma, there exists a partition of
unity subordinate to the over (U1, U2) . Thus, Cc(U1)+Cc(U2) = Cc(U1 ∪ U2) ,
and there are anonial isomorphisms
I(U1)/I(U1) ∩ I(U2) ∼= (I(U1) + I(U2))/I(U2)
= I(U1 ∪ U2)/I(U2) ∼= C∗(G|(U1 \ U2)) .
Thus, we have a ommutative diagram with exat lines,
0 // I(U1) ∩ I(U2) // I(U1) // I(U1)/(I(U1) ∩ I(U2)) //

0
0 // I(U1 ∩ U2) // I(U1) //C∗(G|U1 \ U2) // 0
Sine the vertial arrows are isomorphisms, the kernels of the rightmost nonzero
horizontal arrows oinide, so I(U1) ∩ I(U2) = I(U1 ∩ U2) . If the groupoid
G|(U1 \U2) is topologially amenable, the same argument applies on the level
of redued groupoid C
∗
-algebras.
We wish to express the KK1 element assoiated to an extension of groupoid
C
∗
-algebras in groupoid terms. To that end, we reall the usual onstrution
of the rst Puppe sequene in KK theory. Given a ∗-morphism q : A → A′′
of separable C
∗
-algebras, the mapping one Cq is dened as the pullbak of
A
q //A′′ CA′′
e0oo
where CA′′ = C0([0, 1[)⊗A′′ and e0(f) = f(0) . The diagram
A SA′′
0oo ⊂ //CA′′
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indues a map SA′′ → Cq , where we write SA = C0(]0, 1[)⊗A for the suspen-
sion; and the sequene
SA′′ //Cq //A
q //A′′
is alled a mapping one triangle. By applying KK(B,−) , it gives rise to a
long exat sequene of Abelian groups ,
//_______ KK(B, SA)
KK(B,Sq)//KK(B, SA′′) EDBC
GF@A
00aaaaaa KK(B,Cq) //KK(B,A)
KK(B,q) //KK(B,A′′) //____
alled the rst Puppe sequene [6, Theorem 19.4.3℄.
If q is the quotient map of a semi-split extension (e.g. if A′′ = A/A′ is nulear),
then Cq and A
′ = ker q are KK-equivalent [6, Theorem 19.5.5℄ via
the map A′ → Cq indued by A A′qoo 0 //CA′′ .
Thus, up to a KK-equivalene, the onneting map ∂ : KK(B, SA′′) →
KK(B,A′) is given by appliation of the funtor KK(B,−) to the natural
map SA′′ → Cq , f. [6, Theorem 19.5.7℄. (In fat, more preisely, to its KK-
theory lass in KK(SA′′, Cq) , but this amounts to the same [6, Proposition
18.7.1℄.) It is also given by the Kasparov produt with the element representing
the extension.
From this disussion, it appears to be desirable to give a desription of Cq as
a groupoid C
∗
-algebra in the ase of the extension (1). To that end, onsider
the embedding (0, id) : G|F → [0, 1[×G|F and form CF = G ∪G|F ([0, 1[×G|F ) .
Sine G is the omplement in CF (of the open subset ]0, 1[×G|F , and [0, 1[×G|F
is the omplement of the open subset G|U , G and [0, 1[×G|F are losed in CF .
Let C(0)F = G(0) ∪F ([0, 1[×F ) , and let r, s : CF → C(0)F be indued by
G r //
s
//G(0) // C(0)F [0, 1[×Foo [0, 1[×G|F
roo
s
oo .
Then there is a ontinuous bijetion G(2) ∪(G|F )(2) ([0, 1[×G)(2) → C(2)F where
as usual G(2) = G ×G(0) G , et. The images of G(2) and ([0, 1[×G|F )(2) in C(2)F
are losed, so that this map is in fat a homeomorphism. By this token, the
operations of G and [0, 1[×G|F indue operations on CF , making the latter a
topologial groupoid.
Finally, the inlusions G ⊂ CF ⊃ [0, 1[×G|F being proper, we have ontinuous
maps
G(0) (λ
u) //M(G) //M(CF ) M([0, 1[×G)oo [0, 1[×F(δt⊗λ
u)oo
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of the spaes of Radon measures, endowed with their σ(M, Cc)-topologies.
Sine these maps oinide on F , they indue a ontinuous map µ : C(0)F →
M(CF ) whih an be seen to dene a Haar system. We have established the
following proposition.
Proposition 3 The spae CF is a loally ompat σ-ompat groupoid with a
Haar system, and the inlusions G ⊂ CF ⊃ [0, 1[×G|F are proper homomor-
phisms.
Theorem 4 For the quotient map q in the extension (1), and its mapping
one Cq , we have Cq ∼= C∗(CF ) . If G|F is topologially amenable, and q is the
quotient map of the orresponding short exat sequene of redued groupoid
C
∗
-algebras, then the assoiated mapping one is Cq ∼= C∗r(CF ) .
PROOF. Note that C∗([0, 1[×G|F ) ∼= C0([0, 1[)⊗C∗(G|F ) . Hene, the om-
mutative square of proper homomorphisms
G|F //

[0, 1[×G|F

G // CF
preserves Haar systems, and thus integrates to the ommutative square of
∗-morphisms
C∗(G|F ) CC∗(G|F )e0oo
C∗(G)
q
OO
C∗(CF )
p2
OO
p1
oo
Thus, we obtain a ∗-morphism p : C∗(CF )→ Cq whose kernel is ker p1∩ker p2 .
Now, G = CF |G(0) and [0, 1[×G|F = CF |(]0, 1[×F ) , so p1 resp. p2 are the
quotient maps for extensions of type (1) for the groupoid CF and the open
invariant subsets C(0)F \ G(0)= ]0, 1[×F and C(0)F \ ([0, 1[×F ) = U , respetively.
Thus,
ker p1 ∩ ker p2 = I(]0, 1[×F ) ∩ I(U) = I(∅) = 0 ,
by Proposition 2.
As to the surjetivity, let (a, f) ∈ Cq , so q(a) = f(0) . There exists b′ ∈ C∗(CF )
suh that p1(b
′) = a . Then p(b′) = (a, f ′) . We nd f ′(0) = q(a) = f(0) , so
f−f ′ belongs to ker e0 = I(]0, 1[×F ) = ker p1 . Hene, f−f ′ an be onsidered
as an element of C∗(CF ) , and p1(f − f ′) = 0 . Thus, setting b = b′ + f − f ′ ,
we nd p(b) = (a, f ′) + (0, f − f ′) = (a, f) . This shows that p is surjetive.
The same argument goes through in the redued ase if G|F is topologially
amenable, sine [0, 1[×G|F is then also amenable.
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The groupoid expression of the mapping one gives an easy proof of naturality.
Proposition 5 Let H be another loally ompat σ-ompat groupoid, and
G ⊂ H(0) a losed invariant subset. Assume that ϕ : H → G is a strit
morphism suh that ϕ(G) ⊂ F . Let ϕ′′ be the restrition of ϕ to H|G , so that
the right square in the following diagram ommutes:
(G|F )×]0, 1[ // CF Goo G|Foo
(H|G)×]0, 1[ //
ϕ′′×id]0,1[
OO
CG
ψ
OO
Hoo
ϕ
OO
H|Goo
ϕ′′
OO
Here, eah of the horizontal arrows is given by an either losed or open inlu-
sion. Then there exists a strit morphism ψ as indiated, whih is proper if ϕ
is, suh that the entire diagram beomes ommutative.
PROOF. Indeed, simply set ψ = ϕ ∪H|G ϕ¯ where ϕ¯ = ϕ′′ × id]0,1] . Then
the diagram is ommutative. The inlusions G // CF G|Foo are losed
embeddings: hene, they are proper. If ϕ is proper, then so is ϕ¯ . If K ⊂ CF
is ompat, then, identifying subsets of H and H|G×]0, 1] with their images
in CG , ψ−1(K) = ϕ−1(K) ∪ ϕ¯−1(K) , whih is ompat as the union of two
ompats. Thus, ψ is proper.
Let U = G(0) \ F and V = H(0) \ G . By onstrution, the restrition of ψ to
H|V is simply ϕ′ , whih sends H|V → G|U . We obtain the following orollary.
Corollary 6 Retain the notation of Proposition 5 and let ϕ′ be the restrition
of ϕ to H|V . If ϕ is proper and the groupoids G and H are amenable and have
Haar systems, then the following diagram ommutes in KK :
SC∗r(G|F ) y⊗∂ //
SKK(ϕ′)

C∗r(G|U)
KK(ϕ′′)

SC∗r(H|G) y⊗∂ //C∗r(H|V )
Here, S denotes suspension and the horizontal maps are the onneting maps
in KK theory.
PROOF. Applying the ofuntor KK(−) introdued in Setion 2.1, the fol-
lowing diagram ommutes in the ategory KK :
SC∗r(G|F ) //
SKK(ϕ′)

Cq = C
∗
r(CF )
KK(ϕ′)

SC∗r(H|G) //Cp = C∗r(CG)
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where Cq and Cp are the mapping ones for
q : C∗r(G)→ C∗r(G|F ) and p : C∗r(H)→ C∗(H|G) ,
and the horizontal maps are natural. As previously observed, the onneting
map for G is the inverse of theKK equivalene C∗r(G|U)→ Cq , in turn indued
by the open inlusion G|U ⊂ G , f. [6, Theorem 19.5.7℄. Similarly, this applies
toH . As noted above, KK(ψ) pushes through these equivalenes to the arrow
KK(ϕ′) .
3 Fibrewise Dierentiable Groupoids
3.1 Basi Denitions
In this setion, we extend the onepts of ontinuous family manifolds and
groupoids (of lass C∞,0), introdued by Paterson [25℄, to the ase of nite
dierentiability lass Cq,0 , q <∞ . This goes through without muh ado, and
we do not laim any originality in this respet. To our purposes, the interesting
point is that the appropriate generalisation of Connes's tangent groupoid an
be dened in the nite dierentiability lass Cq,0 , q > 1 . Given Paterson's
thorough treatment of the q = ∞ ase, we need only sketh the elements of
the theory for q <∞ . Continuous family groupoids have been studied in their
own right; we refer the interested reader to [25,19℄.
Let Y be a paraompat topologial spae, and A ⊂ Y ×Rn , B ⊂ Y ×Rm be
open. Then a ontinuous and bre-preserving map f : A→ B is said to be of
lass Cq,0 , where q ∈ N ∪∞ , if for any U × V ⊂ A and U ′ × V ′ ⊂ B where
U, U ′ ⊂ Y and V ⊂ Rn , V ′ ⊂ Rm are open subsets and f(U × V ) ⊂ U ′ × V ′ ,
the map
U → U ′ × Cq(V, V ′) : y 7→ f y = f(y, xy)
is well-dened and ontinuous for the usual Fréhet topology on Cq(U, U ′) .
For n = m , the olletion of all the loally dened Cq,0 maps with Cq,0 inverse
denes a pseudogroup Γq,0Y (R
n) of loal homeomorphisms, f. [16℄.
Let M,Y be paraompat loally ompat Hausdor spaes, and let the map
p : M → Y be a ontinuous open surjetion. Then (M, p) is alled a manifold
of lass Cq,0 over Y if it has an atlas ompatible with Γq,0Y (Rn) . In this ase,
eah of the bres My = p−1(y) is a manifold of lass Cq , with dimension
onstant by denition. It is lear how to dene the appropriate morphisms to
turn the lass of Cq,0 manifolds over the xed base Y into a ategory.
Moreover, given a ontinuous map f : Z → Y , any Y -manifold (M, p) of
lass Cq,0 pulls bak to a Z-manifold f ∗M of lass Cq,0 . This enables one to
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dene Cq,0 maps between Cq,0 over dierent bases, and gives rise to a sensible
ategory of Cq,0 manifolds with arbitrary base.
Similarly as above, we may dene a pseudogroup GLq,0Y (R
n,Rk) of loal home-
omorphisms of Y × Rn × Rk by onsidering maps f suh that
f(y, a, x) = (y, fy(a), Ly,a(x)) where Ly,a ∈ GL(k,R) .
This allows the denition of vetor bundles of lass Cq,0 . A trivial but striking
onsequene is that if E is a topologial vetor bundle over Y , and p : M → Y
is a Cq,0 manifold, then p∗E is naturally a Cq,0 vetor bundle over M .
Let q > 1 and (M, p) be a manifold over Y of lass Cq,0 . Then we dene the
brewise tangent bundle TM as follows. Set-theoretially, TM is the (disjoint)
union TM =
⋃
y∈Y TM
y
where My = p−1(y) , and the bundle projetion is
π(y, x, ξ) = x . Let ((Uα, φα)) be an atlas for (M, p) , ompatible with Γ
p,0
Y (R
n) .
Then let φyα = φα|(My ∩ Uα) , and
ψα : π
−1(Uα)→ Uα × Rk : (x, ξ) 7→ (φα(x), Txφp(x)α ξ) .
(If y = p(x) and ξ = x˙(0) where x(t) is a C1 urve in My , x(0) = x , then
Txφ
y
αξ = z˙(0) where z(t) = φα◦x(t) = φyα◦x(t) .) Endow TM with the weakest
topology turning all the ψα into homeomorphisms. Then ((π
−1(Uα), ψα)) is the
struture of a vetor bundle over M of lass Cq−1,0 and rank k = dimMy .
Assume (M, p) and (M ′, p′) are spaes of lass Cq,0 where q > 1 , and f : M →
M ′ is a lass Cq,0 morphism. Then we may dene a lass Cq−1,0 morphism
Tf : TM → TM ′ in the obvious way, using brewise dierentiation.
Denition 7 A groupoid G is said to be of lass Cq,0 over G(0) if
(1) (G, r) and (G, s) are G(0)-manifolds of lass Cq,0 ,
(2) inversion is an isomorphism of lass Cq,0 between (G, r) and (G, s) , and
(3) onsidering ◦ : (G(2), pr1)→ (G, r) , (◦, r) is a morphism of lass Cq,0 .
A Cq,0 homomorphism of groupoids is a groupoid homomorphism f : G → H
between Cq,0 groupoids G and H suh that that (f, f |G(0)) is a Cq,0 morphism
for both (G, r)→ (H, r) and (G, s)→ (H, s) .
Let q > 1 and G be a groupoid of lass Cq,0 . Considering G(0) ⊂ G , we may
take the restrition A(G) = TG|G(0) , the so-alled Lie algebroid of G , as a
vetor bundle on G(0) .
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3.2 The Fibrewise Tangent Groupoid
Now we are ready to dene the brewise tangent groupoid of a groupoid G of
lass Cq,0 . Set-theoretially, this is
TG = A(G)× 0 ∪ G×]0, 1] .
The unit spae is (TG)(0) = G(0) × [0, 1] , with soure and range maps dened
by
s(x, ξ, 0) = (x, 0) , s(γ, ε) = s(γ) and r(x, ξ, 0) = (x, 0) , r(γ, ε) = r(γ) ,
and omposition given by
(x, ξ1, 0)(x, ξ2, 0) = (x, ξ1 + ξ2, 0) and (γ1, ε)(γ2, ε) = (γ1γ2, ε) .
Consider the produt topology on G(0) × [0, 1] . The topology of TG is the
weakest for whih r and s are ontinuous, as well as the maps Tf : TG → R ,
dened by
Tf(x, ξ, 0) = Txf(ξ) and Tf(γ, ε) =
f(γ)
ε
for any Cq,0 map f : G → R whih is 0 on G(0) .
Proposition 8 For any groupoid G of lass Cq,0 , q > 1 , TG is a groupoid of
lass Cq,0 .
The proof is the same as in the C∞,0 ase, and we do not repeat it.
Remark 9
(i). Note that the dierentiability lass of TG is the same as for G . This is due
to the fat that only dierentiability in the bre diretion is onsidered,
and the bres of TG over G(0) × ε , ε > 0 , are of lass Cq , whereas over
G(0) × 0 , they are linear and hene of lass C∞ .
(ii). The prime example of a Cq,0 groupoid for whih the tangent groupoid is
onsidered is G = M ×Y M where p : M → Y is a Cq,0 manifold over Y ,
q > 1 . Then r, s are the projetions and omposition is the same as for
the pair groupoid. In this ase, A(G) = TM , as is easy to see, so
T(M ×Y M) = TM × 0 ∪ (M ×Y M×]0, 1]) ,
with the weakest topology that makes soure and range ontinuous, along
with the maps f˜ : T(M ×Y M)→ R dened for any f ∈ Cq,0(M,R) by
f˜(x, ξ, 0) = Txf(ξ) and f˜(x1, x2, ε) =
f(x1)− f(x2)
ε
.
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Indeed, for any suh f , hf : M ×Y M → R , hf (x1, x2) = f(x1)− f(x2)
is a map of lass Cq,0 .
For Y = pt , T(M ×Y M) = T(M ×M) is Connes's tangent groupoid
[8,  II.5℄ for the manifold M . In general, one may view T(M ×Y M) as
a `family version' of this tangent groupoid.
The following result follows immediately from the triviality of the density
bundle |Ω|(T ∗G) , f. [25, proof of Theorem 1℄.
Proposition 10 Let G be a groupoid of lass Cq,0 , q > 1 . Then G has a Haar
system (λu) whih is loally of the form λu|U = δu⊗αuU , where αuU is absolutely
ontinuous to Lebesgue measure on an open subset of Rn .
Proposition 11 Let G be a groupoid of lass Cq,0 , q > 1 . Then A(G) is
topologially amenable. In partiular, we have a short exat sequene
0 // C0(]0, 1],C∗r(G)) //C∗r(TG) e0 //C∗r(A(G)) // 0
of redued groupoid C
∗
-algebras. Here, we denote by
et : C
∗(TG)→ C∗(TG|G(0) × t)
the maps indued by restrition to the losed invariant subsets
G(0) × t ⊂ G × [0, 1] = (TG)(0) .
PROOF. The groupoid A(G) is amenable. Indeed, its isotropy groups TxGx
are Abelian and hene amenable as groups. The prinipal groupoid assoiated
to A(G) is the graph of the identity on G(0) , so it is just the spae G(0) . The lat-
ter is amenable by denition. Then [1, Corollary 5.3.33℄ gives the measurewise
amenability of A(G) ; the topologial amenability follows from [1, Theorem
3.3.7℄ (the orbits in A(G)(0) = G(0) are points). The remaining laims follow
from setion 2.2.
Denition 12 The C
∗
-algebra C0(]0, 1],C∗r(G)) being C∗-ontratible, the map
e0 is a KK equivalene, thus induing an element
τ = e−10 ⊗ e1 ∈ KK(C∗r(A(G)),C∗r(G))
whih we all the ConnesSkandalis map, f. [15, Denition 3.2℄.
In fat, suh a map an be introdued for any ontinuous eld of C
∗
-algebras
over [0, 1] whih is trivial over ]0, 1] . In our C1,0 groupoid setup, we shall show
that the KK1 lass y ⊗ τ represents an extension of groupoid C∗-algebras.
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4 The Suspended ConnesSkandalis Map
4.1 Suspension and Cone on the Tangent Groupoid
Let G be a groupoid of lass C1,0 . To prove our index theorem, we shall have
to ompute y ⊗ τ where τ is the ConnesSkandalis map assoiated to TG ,
and the element y ∈ KK1(S,C) represents the WienerHopf extension, i.e.,
represents the standard extension ofWR>0 . Whereas x⊗ τ (where x = y−1) is
easily evaluated without resorting to groupoid onstrutions (f. [15, Remark
3.3.2℄), we shall have to onstrut an auxiliary groupoid in order to ompute
the suspended ConnesSkandalis map y ⊗ τ .
Reall thatWR>0 = (R⋊R)|R>0∪ (∞×R) is the disjoint union of groupoids,
with the topology given as a subspae of [0,∞]× R . As a topologial spae,
let WG = TG ×[0,∞] WR>0 where the map TG → [0,∞] is the omposition of
r (or s) with
G(0) × [0, 1]→ [0,∞] :

(x, ε) 7→
1
ε
− 1 ε > 0 ,
(x, 0) 7→ ∞ otherwise,
and WR>0 → [0,∞] is the range projetion. Dene groupoid operations on
WG as follows:
r(γ, r1, r2 − r1) = (r(γ), r1) , s(γ, r1, r2 − r1) = (s(γ), r2) ,
r(x, ξ,∞, r) = (x,∞) = s(x, ξ,∞, r) ,
and
(γ1, r1, r2 − r1)(γ2, r2, r3 − r2) = (γ1γ2, r1, r3 − r1) ,
(x, ξ1,∞, r1)(x, ξ2,∞, r2) = (x, ξ1 + ξ2,∞, r1 + r2) .
Proposition 13 Given a lass C1,0 groupoid G , the spae WG is a loally
ompat groupoid suh that WG(0) = G(0) × [0,∞] . The subset F = G(0) ×∞
is losed and invariant, and we have
WG|F = A(G)×R and WG|U = G × (R⋊R)|R>0 for U =WG(0) \ F .
Moreover, WG arries a natural Haar system whih may be hosen to indue
on G any given Haar system assoiated to a positive setion of the density
bundle |Ω|(T ∗G) .
PROOF. It is lear that WG is a loally ompat spae, and it is also evi-
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dently a groupoid. We have the following ommutative diagram:
TG(2) ×W(2)
R>0
◦ //TG ×WR>0
WG(2) ◦ //
OO
WG
OO
where the vertial maps are self-evident, and the rightmost of these is a losed
embedding. Thus, omposition is ontinuous, and along the same lines, the
ontinuity of the inverse is established. The projetions r and s are ontinuous.
As to the existene of Haar systems, W = ]−∞,∞] ⋊ R is a C1,0 groupoid;
in fat, the diret produt W = ]−∞,∞] × R of spaes is a C1,0 manifold
over ]−∞,∞] , and the operations are brewise those of the Lie group R ,
independent of the bre. Moreover, WR>0 is the restrition of W to the non-
invariant subset [0,∞] of ]−∞,∞] .
Similarly as for TG , we may dene a C1,0 groupoid T = A(G)×0∪G× ]0,∞[ , by
replaing [0, 1] in the denition of the tangent groupoid by [0,∞[ . Choosing a
homeomorphism φ : [0,∞[→ ]−∞,∞] whih oinides on [0, 1] with ε 7→ 1
ε
−1 ,
we obtain a C1,0 groupoidH = T ×]−∞,∞]W suh thatWG = H|(G(0)×[0,∞]) .
In fat, if f : G → Rn is a C1,0 map suh that (r, f) is a loal hart, we may
dene ψf : H → Rn+1 by
ψf(τ) =


(
f(γ)
φ−1(r1)
, r2 − r1
)
τ = (γ, r1, r2 − r1) , r1 <∞ ,
(Txf(ξ), r) τ = (x, ξ,∞, r) .
Then (r, ψf ) is a loal hart for H . Now, H has a Haar system given by a
positive setion of the density bundle, unique up to multipliation by suh a
density. Thus we may assume that this Haar system indues on G the given
Haar system assoiated to the hoie of a positive setion of |Ω|(T ∗G) .
If λx,t , (x, t) ∈ G(0)× ]−∞,∞] , is a Haar system of H , dene an invariant
system of positive Radon measures by µx,t = λx,t|WGx,t . Sine WGx,t has
dense interior in Hx,t , the measures µx,t satisfy the support ondition. The
maps x 7→ λx,t , for t ∈ [0,∞] , are equiontinuous. Hene, the same is true
for x 7→ µx,t . Sine for xed x , the harateristi funtions of the interiors
of WGx,t depend ontinuously in the topology of simple onvergene on t , we
nd that µx,t satises the ontinuity axiom. The statement about the invariant
subsets and the orresponding restrited groupoids is immediate.
Corollary 14 There is a short exat sequene
0 //C∗r(G)⊗K //C∗r(WG) //SC∗r(A(G)) = C∗r(A(G))⊗ C∗r(R) // 0 . (∗∗)
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PROOF. We need only remark that A(G)×R is an amenable groupoid, and
that (R⋊R)|R>0 is isomorphi to the pair groupoid R>0×R>0 , whose redued
C
∗
-algebra is K .
To see that τ `interpolates' between the WienerHopf extension and the one
onstruted above, we need to onstrut the `one' CG over the tangent groupoid.
This is the ontent of the following proposition.
Proposition 15 Let G be a groupoid of lass C1,0 . There exists a loally om-
pat groupoid CG over the `triangle'
CG(0) = G(0) ×∆ where ∆ = [0, 1]× [0,∞]/[0, 1]×∞ ,
suh that U = [0, 1]× G(0)×]0,∞] is an open invariant subset of CG(0) ,
CG|F = A(G)×R and CG|U = TG×(R⋊R)|R>0 where F = CG(0)\U .
In addition, CG arries a Haar system whih indues on TG a Haar system
given by the hoie of a positive setion of the latter groupoid's density bundle.
PROOF. Let H be the C1,0 groupoid over H(0) = G(0)×]−∞,∞] onstruted
in the proof of Proposition 13, suh that WG = H|
(
G(0) × [0,∞]
)
. We on-
strut the `partial' tangent groupoid T H = 0 × A(G) × W ∪ ]0, 1] × H , the
disjoint union of groupoids. We endow this set with the initial topology with
respet to r , s , and the maps ̺f : T H → Rn+1 dened for C1,0 harts (r, f)
of G , f : G → Rn , as follows:
̺f (τ) =


(
f(γ)
ε+φ−1(r1)
, r2 − r1
)
τ = (ε, γ, r1, r2 − r1) , ε > 0 , r1 <∞ ,
(Txf(ξ), r2 − r1) τ = (0, x, ξ, r1, r2 − r1) , r1 <∞ ,
(Txf(ξ), r) τ = (ε, x, ξ,∞, r) , ε ∈ [0, 1] .
Then, for any suh f , (r, ̺f) is a loal C1,0 hart for T H , turning the latter
into a C1,0 groupoid.
Dene on the unit spae of T H , T H(0) = [0, 1]×G(0)×]−∞,∞] , the following
equivalene relation:
(ε1, x1, r1) ∼ (ε2, x2, r2)
⇔ x1 = x2 and
(
min(r1, r2) <∞ ⇒ (ε1, r1) = (ε2, r2)
)
,
and denote its graph by S . Then S is a subgroupoid of the pair groupoid on
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T H(0) , and it ats on T H by
(s, t).γ =


γ t = r(γ) 6∈ [0, 1]× G(0) ×∞ ;
(ε1, x, ξ,∞, r)
{
s = (ε1, x,∞) , t = (ε2, x,∞) ,
γ = (ε2, x, ξ,∞, r) .
Thus, S xes γ whenever r(γ) 6∈ [0, 1]× G(0) ×∞ , and on
r−1([0, 1]× G(0) ×∞) = [0, 1]×A(G)×∞× R ,
the ation of S xes all but the rst omponent, and there, it is the usual
ation of the pair groupoid over [0, 1] .
Let R denote the graph of the equivalene relation on T H dened by the ation
of S . Then R is a losed subset of T H × T H , and the equivalene lasses of
R are ompat. Therefore, CH = T H/R is a loally ompat spae, and the
assoiated anonial projetion π : T H → CH is proper, by [7, Chapter I,
 10.4, Proposition 9℄. Moreover, the harts ̺f are invariant for the ation of
S , and hene drop to CH , thereby turning this spae into a C1,0 manifold over
the `triangle' CH(0) = T H(0)/S . In fat, the operations of CH ommute with
the ation of S , and sine they are ompatible with the harts ̺f , CH turns
into a C1,0 groupoid.
In partiular, CH has a Haar system indued by the hoie of a positive density.
It restrits to a Haar system for
CG = CH|(G(0) ×∆) where ∆ = [0, 1]× [0,∞]/[0, 1]×∞ ,
by the same argument as in the proof of Proposition 13.
Let U ′ = [0, 1]×G(0)×R . Beause the quotient map [0, 1]×[0,∞]→ ∆ restrits
to a homeomorphism on [0, 1] × [0,∞[ , the restrition of π to T H|U ′ has
loal setions and is injetive. Hene, it is a homeomorphism onto its image.
Moreover, T H|U ′ is R-saturated, so the image is open in CH . Obviously,
CG ∩π(U ′) = U , where U is the image of [0, 1]×G(0)× [0,∞[ in CG(0) . Thus,
the intersetion of π(T H|U ′) with CG is equal to CG|U , and
CG|U ∼= T H|U = TG × (R⋊ R)|R>0 ,
where this isomorphism is the restrition of an isomorphism of C1,0 groupoids.
Now, F = CG(0)\U equals the omplement of U ′ in T H(0) . Sine the ation of
S on T H|F identies with the standard ation of the pair groupoid on [0, 1] ,
we have
CG|F = T H|F ∼= [0, 1]× A(G)× R/[0, 1]× [0, 1] ∼= A(G)× R ,
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where the latter is an isomorphism of C1,0 groupoids whih is brewise the
identity. This proves our assertion.
Corollary 16 There is a short exat sequene
0 //C∗r(TG)⊗K //C∗r(CG) //SC∗r(A(G)) = C∗r(A(G))⊗ C∗r(R) // 0 .
Lemma 17 If G is topologially amenable, then so are WG and CG .
PROOF. Retain the previous notation. The obvious ontinuous surjetion
p : T H → [0, 1] fators through r and s . Then p is open when restrited to
T H(0) = [0, 1]×]−∞,∞]×G(0) , and r and s are open sine T H arries a Haar
system. Thus, p is open, and denes ontinuous eld of groupoids in the sense
of [18, Denition 5.2℄. Hene, T H is topologially amenable if this is the ase
for the bres of p , by [18, Corollary 5.6℄. The bre at 0 is A(G)×WR>0 , whih
is always amenable. The bre at ε > 0 is isomorphi to H , so T H is amenable
if H is. By the same argument, T is amenable if G is. But H is the bred
produt of T and WR>0 , so it is amenable if G is. So, in this ase, both T H
and WG , as a restrition of H , are amenable. Sine π : T H → CH is proper,
the amenability of CH , and hene, of its restrition CG , also follow.
4.2 Computation of the Suspended ConnesSkandalis Map
Now, we an nally ompute y ⊗ τ , as announed.
Theorem 18 Let G be a topologially amenable, loally ompat groupoid of
lass C1,0 . Let τ ∈ KK(C∗r(A(G)),C∗r(G)) denote the ConnesSkandalis map
for the tangent groupoid TG , and y ∈ KK1(S,C) represent the WienerHopf
extension. Then we have
y ⊗ τ = ∂ ,
where ∂ ∈ KK1(C∗r(A(G))⊗ C∗r(R),C∗r(G)) represents the extension (∗∗).
PROOF. We retain the notations from the proof of Proposition 15. We have
the ommutative diagram of strit homomorphisms
WG

φ1 // CG

H (1,id) // T H π // CH
The vertial arrows are losed embeddings. The quotient map π is proper by
the proof of Proposition 15. The restrition of π to 1 × H is injetive, and
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thus, a losed embedding. Hene, the strit homomorphism φ1 indued in the
above diagram is a losed embedding, in partiular, proper.
It is easy to ompute that the following diagram of strit homomorphisms is
ommutative:
G × (R⋊ R)|R>0
i1×id

//WG
φ1

A(G)× Roo
TG × (R⋊ R)|R>0 // CG A(G)× Roo
Here i1 : G → TG is the inlusion at the bre over 1 , and thus indues
the ∗-homomorphism e1 : C∗r(TG) → C∗r(G) . The groupoids involved being
amenable by Lemma 17, we may apply Corollary 6 to obtain ∂CG ⊗ e1 = ∂ ,
where ∂CG represents the extension from Corollary 16.
Similarly, we have a ommutative diagram of strit homomorphisms:
A(G)×WR>0 φ0 //

CG

A(G)×W
(0,id)
// T H π // CH
Again, the vertial arrows are losed embeddings, as is the restrition of π
to A(G) × W . Thus, φ0 , indued by the above diagram, is a proper strit
homomorphism. We have a ommutative diagram
A(G)× (R⋊R)|R>0
i0×id

// A(G)×WR>0
φ0

A(G)× Roo
TG × (R⋊ R)|R>0 // CG A(G)× Roo
Here, i0 : A(G) → TG is the inlusion at the bre over 0 , and indues the
∗-homomorphism and KK equivalene e0 : C∗r(A(G)) → C∗r(TG) . The upper
line indues an extension whih is represented by
id⊗ y ∈ KK1(C∗r(A(G))⊗ C∗r(R),C∗r(A(G))) .
Applying Corollary 6 entails ∂CG ⊗ e0 = id⊗ y . Hene,
y ⊗ τ = (id⊗ y)⊗ τ = ∂CG ⊗ e1 = ∂ ,
whih was our laim.
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5 Topologial Expression of the ConnesSkandalis Map
5.1 Naturality of Classifying Spaes
In order to ompute our index in topologial terms, we shall be partiularly
interested in the ConnesSkandalis map in the following situation: Fix a man-
ifold p : M → Y of lass C1,0 over the loally ompat, paraompat spae
Y , and assume that p is losed. Consider the ategory whose objets are
groupoids G of lass C1,0 over G(0) = M (f. Denition 7) and whose arrows
are the (strit) groupoid morphisms of lass C1,0 . In this ategory, the produt
of G with M ×Y M is
G ×M (M ×Y M) =
{
(γ, x1, x2)
∣∣∣ s(γ) = x1 , p(x1) = p(x2)} ,
with struture maps and groupoid omposition given by
s(γ, x1, x2) = x1 , r(γ, x1, x2) = x2 , (γ1, x1, x2)(γ2, x2, x3) = (γ1γ2, x1, x3) .
The Lie algebroid of G×M (M ×Y M) is A(G)⊕TM , the diret sum of vetor
bundles over M , where TM is the brewise tangent bundle of M .
In partiular, for any topologial vetor bundle E → Y , the pullbak p∗E
is a lass C1,0 groupoid G over M whose Lie algebroid is p∗E ⊕ TM . It is
instrutive to note that the strit homomorphism
p∗E ×M (M ×Y M)→ E : (x1, ξ, x2) 7→ (p(x1), ξ)
is a Morita equivalene, although we shall not use this fat diretly. From the
previous setions, we have a ConnesSkandalis map
τ ∈ KK(C∗r(p∗E ⊕ TM),C∗r(p∗E ×M (M ×Y M))) .
In fat, this is a version `with oeients' of the topologial family index in
sense of AtiyahSinger [4, Setion 3℄. This fat is well-known in the oeient-
free ase (i.e. E = 0), although it is does not appear to be as well reorded in
the literature, at least in this generality. The parameter- and oeient-free
version an be found in Connes's book [8℄ or in [17℄. We give a brief disussion
of this fat, whih also explains what we mean by a `topologial family index'.
The basi idea is Connes's realisation (explained in [17℄) that the groupoids
onsidered above at properly and freely on Rn (where the ation is ob-
tained along the lines of AtiyahSinger's onstrution), so that the Fourier
transform an be used to write down K-theory isomorphisms between these
groupoids and ertain topologial spaes expliitly. The details will beome
lear presently.
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Let G be a loally ompat groupoid with open range map, and let h : G →
V be a strit homomorphism, where V is some nite-dimensional real inner
produt spae. Dene the spae E(G, h) = G(0) × V . Then G ats on E(G, h)
from the right by
(r(γ), v)γ = (s(γ), v + h(γ)) for all (r(γ), v, γ) ∈ E(G, h)×G(0) G .
This ation gives rise to the map
E(G, h)×G(0) G → E(G, h)× E(G, h) : (r(γ), v, γ) 7→ (s(γ), v + h(γ), r(γ), v)
The ation is free (resp. proper) if and only if (r, h, s) : G → G(0)× V ×G(0) is
injetive (resp. proper).
Now, onsider B(G, h) = E(G, h)/G . This is a loally ompat spae, and as
suh, a loally ompat (otrivial) groupoid. Its (trivial) ation on E(G, h) is
proper and free, and the quotient by this ation is E(G, h). Sine the range
map of G is open, the anonial projetion πh : E(G, h) → B(G, h) is open
and surjetive, by [33, Lemma 2.30℄. The following easy lemma haraterises
when E(G, h) is a Morita equivalene of B(G, h) and E(G, h)⋊ G .
Lemma 19 Let G be a loally ompat groupoid with an open range map.
Then the following statements are equivalent.
(i). The groupoid G is prinipal.
(ii). The spae G(0) denes a Morita equivalene G → G(0)/G .
(iii). The anonial projetion π : G → G(0)/G is proper as a generalised mor-
phism.
(iv). The spae G(0) denes a generalised morphism.
In this ase, π is the inverse of G(0) as a generalised morphism.
A simple onsequene of the lemma is the following naturality of E(G, h) :
Let (G, h) and (G ′, h′) be given, where the groupoids G and G ′ are loally
ompat with open range maps, and h , h′ are strit homomorphisms suh
that (r, h, s) and (r, h′, s) are injetive and proper. Then a morphism of pairs
ϕ : (G, h)→ (G ′, h′) is a strit homomorphism ϕ : G → G ′ suh that h′◦ϕ = h .
Suh a morphism of pairs ϕ gives rise to the ontinuous map
E(ϕ) : E(G, h)→ E(G ′, h′) : (x, v) 7→ (ϕ(x), v)
whih intertwines the ations of G and G ′ :
E(ϕ)((r(γ), v)γ) = (r(ϕ(γ)), v)ϕ(γ) for all γ ∈ G , v ∈ V .
Hene, E(ϕ) indues a map B(ϕ) : B(G, h)→ B(G ′, h′) . Moreover,
E(ϕ)× ϕ : E(G, h)⋊ G → E(G ′, h′)⋊ G ′
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is a strit homomorphism induing B(ϕ) under the straightforward identia-
tion B(G, h) = E(G, h)/E(G, h) ⋊ G . If πh and πh′ are the anonial proje-
tions, we thus have πh′ ◦ (E(ϕ)×ϕ) = B(ϕ) ◦πh . By the lemma, we may take
inverses, so the following diagram of generalised morphisms ommutes:
E(G, h)⋊ G E(ϕ)×ϕ //E(G ′, h′)⋊ G ′
B(G, h)
E(G,h)
OO
B(ϕ)
//B(G ′, h′)
E(G′,h′)
OO
Sine the vertial arrows are Morita equivalenes, the horizontal arrows are
always simultaneously proper as generalised morphisms. For instane, this is
the ase if ϕ is proper as a strit morphism, sine the same is then true of
E(ϕ)×ϕ . However, in this ase, B(ϕ) need not be proper as a strit morphism.
For the sake of brevity, we shall write B(ϕ)∗ instead of KK(B(ϕ)) for the
indued KK yle, even if B(ϕ) is only proper as a generalised morphism.
For any strit homomorphism h : G → V from the loally ompat groupoid
with Haar system G to the nite-dimensional real inner produt spae V , an
ation of V on C∗r(G) is given by
αh(v)(ϕ)(γ) = e
2πi(v|h(γ)) · ϕ(γ) for all v ∈ V , ϕ ∈ Cc(G) , γ ∈ G .
Moreover, we have a ∗-isomorphism Fh : C∗r(G)⋊αh V → C∗r(E(G, h)⋊ G) ,
Fh(ϕ)(r(γ), v, γ) =
∫
V
e−2πi(v|w)ϕ(γ, w) dw for all ϕ ∈ Cc(G × V ) ,
as is well-known (f. [8, Proposition 7℄).
Lemma 20 The isomorphism Fh is natural in the following sense: Given a
morphism of pairs ϕ : (G, h) → (G ′, h′) suh that ϕ is proper and preserves
Haar systems, the following diagram of ∗-morphisms ommutes:
C∗r(G ′)⋊αh′ V ϕ
∗⊗ id //
Fh′

C∗r(G)⋊αh V
Fh

C∗r(E(G ′, h′)⋊ G ′) (E(ϕ)×ϕ)∗ //C∗r(E(G, h)⋊ G)
Now, x a real inner produt spae V with dimR V = 2n . Consider the at-
egory Grp/V whose objets are pairs (G, h) where G is a loally ompat
groupoid with a Haar system and h : G → V is a strit homomorphism suh
that (r, h, s) is injetive and proper, and whose arrows are proper strit ho-
momorphisms ϕ : G → G ′ preserving Haar systems and satisfying h = h′ ◦ ϕ .
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Then we have two ofuntors, KK and KK ◦B , Grp/V → KK , given by
KK(G, h) = C∗r(G) , KK
(
ϕ : (G, h)→ (G ′, h′)
)
= ϕ∗ = KK(ϕ) ,
and
(KK ◦B)(G, h) = C0(B(G, h)) ,
(KK ◦B)
(
ϕ : (G, h)→ (G ′, h′)
)
= B(ϕ)∗ = KK(B(ϕ)) .
By naturality of Thom isomorphisms [6, Proposition 19.3.5℄, we have a natural
isomorphism of funtors σ : KK ⇒ KK ◦B given by
σG,h = th ⊗ F∗hKK(E(G, h)) where th = tαh ∈ KK(C∗r(G),C∗r(G)⋊αh V )
is the Thom element for the ation αh .
5.2 The ConnesSkandalis Map is a Topologial Family Index
We make the following basi observation, whih is essentially a minor refor-
mulation of [3, p. 497℄. Let Z → Y be a lass C1,0 family, and πV : V → Z
a C1,0 vetor bundle. Choose a C1,0 embedding iV : V → Y × Rk ompatible
with a C1,0 embedding of Z . Form the normal bundle NV of V , whih is a
C1,0 vetor bundle over Z . Then the trivial bundle NV ×Rk is homeomorphi
to π∗V (NV ⊗ C) , and hene, a omplex vetor bundle over V . In partiular,
there is a Thom isomorphism ϕV : K
∗
c (V )→ K∗c (NV × Rk) .
Now, let p : M → Y be a C1,0 family, πE : E → Y a topologial vetor bundle.
We apply our observation to Z = M and V = TM ⊕ p∗E . Given embeddings
iTM : TM → Y × Rk and iE : E → Y × Rℓ , we may dene an embedding
iV : V → E × Rk+ℓ of V . Thus, we obtain
(NTM ⊕ p∗NE)× Rk+ℓ ≈ π∗TM⊕p∗E((NTM ⊕ p∗NE)⊗ C) ,
and a Thom isomorphism
ϕTM⊕p∗E : K
∗
c (TM ⊕ p∗E)→ K∗c ((NTM ⊕ p∗NE)× Rk+ℓ) .
Similarly, taking Z = Y and V = E , and onsidering the souped-up embed-
ding E → Y × R2k+ℓ given by the embedding of the origin in R2k , we obtain
a Thom isomorphism ϕE : K
∗
c (E) → K∗c (NE × R2k+ℓ) . Sine NTM is open
in Y × Rk , we nd that (NTM ⊕ p∗NE)× Rk+ℓ is open in NE × R2k+ℓ .
Thus, we obtain a topologial family index map (with oeients in E) à
la AtiyahSinger [4℄ as ϕ−1E ◦ ϕTM⊕p∗E . As usual, this objet is (as a ho-
momorphism of K-groups or an element of KK theory), independent of the
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hoie of embeddings. We shall presently see that this index oinides with
the ConnesSkandalis map for the previously onsidered C1,0 groupoid G =
p∗E ×M (M ×Y M) .
To this end, we apply the onstrution detailed in the previous setion. We
assume now that p is proper, moreover, that the embeddings iTM and iE are
losed, and write iTM = (p, i) and iE = (πE , j) . Dene a homomorphism
h1 : G = p∗E ×M (M ×Y M)→ R2(k+ℓ) by
h1(x1, η, x2) = (i(x1)− i(x2), 0, j(p(x1), η), 0) for all (x1, ξ, x2) ∈ G .
This indues a strit homomorphism h : TG → R2(k+ℓ) ,
h(τ) =

(Txiξ, 0, j(p(x), η), 0) τ = (x, ξ, η) ∈ TM ⊕ p
∗E ,
(ε−1(i(x1)− i(x2)), 0, j(p(x1), η), 0) τ = (x1, η, x2, ε) ∈ G× ]0, 1] .
Then (r, h, s) is injetive, and from the losedness of i, T i , and j , it follows it
is losed, and hene, proper. Consider the embeddings at ε = 0 and ε = 1 ,
TM ⊕ p∗E = A(G) i0 //TG Gi1oo
and dene h0 = h ◦ i0 . Write σ = σTG,h , σ0 = σA(G),h0 , and σ1 = σG,h1 . Then
we have in KK
σ ⊗ B(i0)∗ = e0∗σ0 and σ ⊗ B(i1)∗ = e1∗σ1 ,
where e0 , e1 are the evaluations on C
∗
r(TG) indued by the inlusions i0 , i1 .
Moreover, as spaes,
B0 = B(A(G), h0) = (NTM ⊕ p∗NE)× Rk+ℓ and
B1 = B(G, h1) = NE × R2k+ℓ .
The seond homeomorphism is given by
B1 = M × R2(k+ℓ)/G → NE × R2k+ℓ ,
[x, u1, u2, v1, v2] 7→ (p(x), v1 + Ep(x), u1 + i(x), u2, v2) ,
and similarly for the rst. As noted above, B0 is open in B1 . Denote the open
inlusion by ι . Sine the proper strit homomorphisms B(i0) and B(i1) ◦ ι
are homotopi, we nd ι∗B(i0)
∗ = B(i1)
∗
in KK , where ι is the ∗-morphism
C0(B0)→ C0(B1) indued by ι .
From the denitions, it follows that σ0 is the KK element representing the
topologial Thom isomorphism ϕTM⊕p∗E . We need to see that after applying
suitable KK equivalenes, the same holds for σ1 .
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To that end, dene the strit homomorphism
π : G → G ′ = (Rn ⋉Rn)× E : (x1, η, x2) 7→ (i(x1)− i(x2), i(x2), p(x1), η) .
Sine i is a losed embedding, π is injetive and proper. Moreover, it preserves
Haar systems if we hoose the measure on M dening the Haar system of
M ×Y M to be given by the pullbak of the dimMy-dimensional Hausdor
measure on Rk along i . We denote the ∗-morphism C∗r(G ′) → C∗r(G) indued
by π by the letter π .
The homomorphism
h′1 : G ′ → R2(k+ℓ) : (u, v, e) 7→ (u, 0, j(e), 0)
is losed, (r, h′1, s) is injetive, and h1 = h
′
1 ◦ π . We nd that
B(G ′, h′1) = ((Y × Rk)× R2(k+ℓ))/G ′ = NE × R2k+ℓ = B1
via
B(G ′, h′1)→ NE × R2k+ℓ : [y, u, v1, v2, w1, w2] 7→ (y, w1 + Ey, v1, v2, w2) ,
and that B(π) = idB1 .
We have C∗r(G ′) = C∗r(E) ⊗ K where K = C∗r(Rk ⋉Rk) . Write h′1 = j × pr1 .
There is a anonial isomorphism
C∗r(R
k ⋉ Rk)⋊αpr1 R
2k → C0(R2k)⋊ R2k = K
where the latter ation is regular (i.e. dual to the trivial ation). Beause
the Thom element in KK(C0(R2k), C0(R2k) ⋊ R2k) is the Bott element [6,
Example 19.3.4 (ii)℄, omposition of this isomorphism with tαpr1 is the identity
in KK(K,K) = Z .
Thus, the Thom element t′1 = tαh′
1
dening σ′1 = σG′,h′1 satises π
∗t1 = t
′
1 where
t1 = tαh1 , and on the other hand, σ
′
1 indues on K-theory the topologial
Thom isomorphism ϕE . On the level of KK theory,
τ = σ0 ⊗ σ−11 = σ0 ⊗ π∗(σ′1)−1 = π∗(ϕTM⊕p∗E ⊗ ϕ−1E )
Thus, we have proved the following theorem.
Theorem 21 Let E → Y be a topologial vetor bundle and p : M → Y a
lass C1,0 manifold suh that p is proper. Then the Connes Skandalis map τ
assoiated to the tangent groupoid of G = p∗E ×M (M ×Y M) is
τ = π∗(ϕTM⊕p∗E ⊗ ϕ−1E )
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where π : C∗r(E)⊗K→ C∗r(G) is a KK equivalene and ϕTM⊕p∗E ⊗ϕ−1E is the
AtiyahSinger topologial family index for p∗E ⊕ TM .
6 Proof of the WienerHopf Index Formula
In this setion, we shall prove the index formula for the WienerHopf C
∗
-
algebra explained in the introdution. Reall from the introdution and from
[2℄ that on the level of KK theory, this was an expression of the KK1 element
∂j representing the extension
0 //C∗r(G|U) //C∗r(G) //C∗r(G|F ) // 0
where G = WΩ|(Uj+1 \ Uj−1) is the restrition of the WienerHopf groupoid
to the loally losed invariant subset Uj+1 \ Uj−1 = Yj ∪ Yj−1 , and the losed
invariant subset F = Yj = Uj \ Uj−1 is the stratum of the WienerHopf
ompatiation Ω orresponding to the orbit type of Pj , and onsists of all
points of Ω lying above Pj , the set of nd−j-dimensional faes.
Our proof proeeds in three steps:
(1) Construt a lass C1,0 groupoid Dj , whih is of the form
Dj = p∗E ×M (M ×Y M)
for some C1,0 manifold M → Y ⊂ Pj−1 and some vetor bundle E → Y .
(2) Construt a proper strit homomorphism WDj → WΩ|(Uj+1 \ Uj−1) ,
where WDj is the `suspended tangent groupoid' onstruted in setion
4.1. By naturality, ∂j is expressed in terms of the standard extension
belonging to WDj .
(3) Now we are in a position to apply the KK theoretial yoga explained
above. By the results of 4.2, we relate the extension indued by WDj
to the ConnesSkandalis map pertaining to the tangent groupoid of Dj .
Beause of the partiular form of the latter groupoid, the omputations
from Setion 5 furnish the KK theoretial index formula.
6.1 Embedding the Fibres of Pj
Returning to the study of the WienerHopf groupoid WΩ , we shall take the
rst of the three steps mentioned in this setion's introdution, omprising the
proof of the WienerHopf index formula.
Reall to that end the notation and the notions from [2℄. In partiular, Ω is a
pointed, solid, losed onvex one in the nite dimensional Eulidean vetor
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spae X (= Rn). Let {0 = n0 < n1 < · · · < nd = n} be the set of dimensions of
the faes of the dual one Ω∗ , ordered inreasingly (ompare the introdution).
Set
Pj =
{
F ⊂ Ω∗
∣∣∣ dimF = nd−j , F fae of Ω∗} .
We shall assume that the one Ω∗ is faially ompat, i.e. all the spaes Pj of
are ompat in the topology indued from the spae F(X) of all losed subsets
of X , endowed with the Fell topology. Consider
Pj =
{
(E, F )× Pj−1 × Pj
∣∣∣ E ⊃ F} ,
whih is a ompat subspae of Pj−1×Pj . We have projetions ξ : Pj → Pj−1
and η : Pj → Pj .
We shall prove that under suitable assumptions, Pj is in a natural way a
C1,0 manifold with respet to the projetion ξ onto the base ξ(Pj) ⊂ Pj−1 ,
and moreover, we will give a spei Eulidean embedding. It is important
to stress that the mere existene of a C1,0 struture is not suient for our
needs: to ultimately evaluate the AtiyahSinger family index map assoiated
to the groupoid to be onstruted, a onrete Eulidean embedding has to be
at hand.
The C1,0 manifold Pj forms the basi building blok for our sought-for C1,0
groupoid Dj . Indeed, as groupoids, Dj = ξ∗Σj−1 ×Pj−1 (Pj ×Pj−1 Pj) . Here,
Σj−1 is the vetor bundle whih appears in the onstrution of the omposition
series of the WienerHopf C
∗
-algebra (ompare the indrodution).
To introdue a C1,0 struture on Pj , we rst onstrut suitable Eulidean
embeddings of the bres of ξ , and show that these admit tangent spaes of
xed dimension at every point.
To that end, we adopt the following notation: For A ⊂ X , let 〈A〉 denote
the linear span of A , A⊥ the orthogonal omplement, A∗ the dual one, and
A⊛ = A∗ ∩ 〈A〉 the relative dual one. Then, for (E, F ) ∈ Pj , dene
E1/2(F ) = F
⊥ ∩ (F⊥ ∩ E⊛)⊥ .
We shall be using some onvex geometry in the sequel, and refer the reader
to [13, Chapter I℄ for a thorough treatment.
Remark 22 Although the notation E1/2(F ) may seem somewhat arbitrary,
we have hosen it to stress the analogy to the ase of symmetri ones. We
briey explain its meaning in this ase, and refer to [11℄ for details on this
topi.
Indeed, assume that Ω = Ω∗ is a symmetri one in the Eulidean vetor
spae X , i.e. a self-dual one whose interior admits a transitive ation of
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a subgroup of GL(X) . Then, X is in an essentially unique way a Eulidean
Jordan algebra. If c ∈ X is an idempotent, then we have the orthogonal `Peire
deomposition'
X = X0(c)⊕X1/2(c)⊕X1(c) where Xλ(c) = ker(L(c)− λ)
are the eigenspaes for the ation of c on X by left multipliation, alled `Peire
spaes', and dimX1(c) is alled the rank of c .
The faes of Ω are of the form E = Ω ∩X0(e) , for idempotents e ∈ X . Now
assume that E ) F are faes suh that F has minimal odimension in E .
Then E = Ω ∩ X0(e) , F = Ω ∩ X0(c) where e, c are idempotents with c − e
an idempotent of rank one. The dual fae of F in the self-dual one E is the
extreme ray E ∩ X1(c − e) . The Eulidean Jordan algebra 〈E〉 = X0(e) has
the Peire deomposition
X0(e) = X0(c)⊕ (X0(e) ∩X1/2(c− e))⊕X1(c− e)
w.r.t. c − e ∈ X0(e) . Here, X0(c) = 〈F 〉 is the linear span of the fae F ,
X1(c− e) is the line spanned by dual one of F in E , and X0(e)∩X1/2(c− e)
is the intersetion of the orthogonal omplements of the two former spaes.
Moreover, the set of all proper faes F of E of minimal odimension orre-
sponds exatly to the set S of rank one idempotents of the Eulidean Jordan
algebra X0(e) . The set S is the `Shilov boundary' of the bounded domain whose
Siegel realisation is X0(e)+ iΩ∩X0(e) . It is a ompat submanifold of X0(e) ,
and the tangent spae at an idempotent f ∈ S is preisely X0(e) ∩X1/2(f) .
Returning to the general ase of a no longer neessarily symmetri one Ω ,
we shall see that under mild onditions, the Peire deomposition that we
have explained for the ase of symmetri ones has a ounterpart for any pair
(E, F ) ∈ Pj , the bre of ξ over E orresponds exatly to a ompat set of
generators of extreme rays in E⊛ , and the spae E1/2(F ) an be interpreted
as the tangent spae of this set at the point orresponding to F . First, let us
explain what kind of geometri onditions have to be imposed on Ω∗ .
Denition 23 A fae E of a one C will be alled modular if it ontains a
fae F whih is maximal dimensional relative C , i.e.
dimF = max
{
dimG
∣∣∣ G a fae of C , dimG < dimE} .
Remark 24 Applied to the one C = Ω∗ : For j > 1 , ξ(Pj) is the olletion
of a modular faes of dimension nd−j+1 .
Lemma 25 Let E be a pointed one, and F ( E a maximal fae. Then F is
exposed in E (i.e. equals the intersetion of E with a supporting hyperplane),
and the relative dual fae F⊥ ∩ E⊛ 6= 0 is an extreme ray of E⊛ if and only
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if it ontains an exposed ray of E⊛ . In this ase, we denote the normalised
generator of F⊥ ∩ E⊛ by eF = eF (E) .
PROOF. There exists a fae F ( G ⊂ E suh that F is exposed in G . Sine
F is maximal, G = E , and F is exposed in E . The dual fae F⊥ ∩ E⊛ is an
exposed fae of E⊛ . So, if it is an extreme ray, then it is exposed.
Conversely, let G ⊂ F⊥ ∩ E⊛ be an exposed ray of E⊛ . Then F ⊂ E ∩ G⊥ .
Of ourse, E ∩G⊥ 6= E , sine dimG⊥ < dimE . The maximality of F entails
F = E ∩G⊥ . Sine G is exposed in E⊛ , it follows that G = F⊥∩E⊛ , by [13,
Proposition I.2.5℄, and hene, an extreme ray.
Denition 26 Let E be a modular fae of a one C . We shall say that E
is smooth if the relative interior of every fae F ( E , maximal dimensional
relative C , onsists of regular points of E . Here, a point of E is alled regular
if it admits a unique supporting hyperplane, f. [13, Denition I.2.24℄.
We shall say that a one is loally smooth if all of its modular faes are
smooth.
Remark 27 Let E ⊂ C be a modular fae. By Lemma 25 and [13, Proposition
I.2.25℄, E is smooth if and only if for all faes F ⊂ E maximal dimensional
relative C , all the extreme rays of the relative dual fae F⊥∩E⊛ are exposed in
E⊛ . In partiular, if E⊛ is faially exposed (i.e. all faes are exposed), then E
is smooth. (However, the ondition that all extreme rays of a one be exposed
does not imply that all faes are exposed.)
Corollary 28 Let the one Ω be suh that Ω∗ is loally smooth. Then for eah
1 6 j 6 d there is a well-dened injetion
Pj → Pj−1 ×X : (E, F ) 7→ (E, eF (E)) .
We onlude this subsetion by a brief digression to gauge the generality of
the ondition of loal smoothness.
Lemma 29 The following lasses of ones are loally smooth and have loally
smooth dual ones:
(i). Polyhedral ones,
(ii). Lorentz ones, and
(iii). homogeneous ones, in partiular, symmetri ones.
PROOF. (i). The dual of a polyhedral one is polyhedral [13, Corollary I.4.4℄.
Any fae of a polyhedral one is polyhedral, and polyhedral ones are faially
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exposed.
(ii). The dual of Lorentz one is a Lorentz one, and its non-zero proper faes
are all exposed extreme rays, f. [13, Proposition I.4.11℄.
(iii). The dual of a homogeneous one is itself homogeneous [10, Satz 4.3℄.
Homogeneous ones are faially exposed [31, Theorem 3.6℄. So, it remains to
see that all faes of homogeneous ones are homogeneous. To see this, we reall
Rothaus's [29℄ indutive onstrution of homogeneous ones. If U, V are nite-
dimensional vetor spaes, K ⊂ V a losed onvex one, and B : U × U → V
is a bilinear map, then we say that B is K-positive if B(u) = B(u, u) ∈ K \ 0
for all u ∈ U \ 0 . Given suh data, the Siegel one
C(K,B) =
{
(u, v, t) ∈ U ×K × R>0
∣∣∣ tv −B(u) ∈ K}
is a losed onvex one in U × V ×R . If K is homogeneous, then the bilinear
map B is alled homogeneous if for some subset G ⊂ GL(V ) ating transitively
on K◦ , and for all g ∈ G , there exist elements gU ∈ GL(U) suh that
gB(u, u′) = B(gU(u), gU(u
′)) for all u, u′ ∈ U .
If K and B are homogeneous, then C(K,B) is homogeneous. Conversely, any
homogeneous one C an be obtained by this proedure from a homogeneous
one K of dimension stritly less than dimC . Thus, all homogeneous ones
an be onstruted indutively from the real half-line, f. [36,29,31℄. All faes
of the half-line are homogeneous. So, we need to see that this property remains
stable under the indutive step of the above onstrution.
By [31, Theorem 3.2℄, the set extC(K,B) of generators of extreme rays for a
homogeneous Siegel one is given as follows:
extC(K,B) =
{
(u, v, t) ∈ U ×K × R>0
∣∣∣ tv = B(u) , t = 0 ⇒ v ∈ extK} .
Now suppose that E ⊂ C(K,B) is a fae, and let F = (0 × K × 0) ∩ E ,
whih denes a fae of K . Then, by [31, proof of Theorem 3.6℄, either E
ontains only extreme generators of the form (0, v, 0) , v ∈ extK , or we have
the equivalene B(u) ∈ F ⇔ (u,B(u), 1) ∈ E . Any one is the positive linear
span of its extreme generators, by [13, Theorem I.3.16℄. Thus, in the former
ase, E = F , in whih ase we are done by our indutive hypothesis. In the
latter ase,
extE =
{
(u, v, t) ∈ extC(K,B)
∣∣∣ B(u) ∈ F}
=
{
(u, v, t) ∈ U × F × R>0
∣∣∣ tv = B(u) , t = 0 ⇒ v ∈ extF} .
Then, dene UF = {u ∈ U |B(u) ∈ F} . This set is a linear subspae of U .
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Indeed, if u, v ∈ UF , then
1
2
· (B(u+ v) +B(u− v)) = B(u) +B(v) ∈ F + F = F .
Sine B(u+v), B(u−v) ∈ K and F ⊂ K is a fae, it follows that B(u±v) ∈ F ,
so u±v ∈ UF . Sine UF is invariant under positive salar multiples, it is indeed
a linear subspae.
But then BF = B|(UF ×UF ) is F -positive, and C(F,BF ) makes sense. In fat,
extE is the set of extreme generators of C(F,BF ) by our previous alula-
tions, as soon as we have established that BF is homogeneous. In that ase, it
will follow that E = C(F,BF ) , both being the positive linear spans of their
extreme generators, thereby establishing the homogeneity of E .
So, let us hek that BF is homogeneous. By our indutive assumption, F is
homogeneous, and we may hoose a subset G ⊂ GL(〈F 〉) ating transitively
on F ◦ . Sine B is homogeneous, to g ∈ G , there exists gU ∈ GL(U) suh that
gB(u, u′) = B(gU(u), gU(u
′)) . If u ∈ UF , then
B(gU(u)) = g(B(u)) ∈ g(F ) = F ,
so gU leaves UF invariant, and BF is homogeneous. This proves our laim.
Remark 30 Although Ω∗ is ertainly loally smooth in the most interesting
ases, let us note in passing the urious asymmetry of this ondition. Indeed,
onsider the three-dimensional, faially exposed one C whih has the `almond
shaped' setion illustrated in Fig. 1. C itself not loally smooth, sine it admits
several supporting hyperplanes at the tips of the almond. The dual one C∗ ,
however, is loally smooth sine its non-zero and proper modular faes are
polyhedral.
Fig. 1. The setion of a three-dimensional one whih is not loally smooth but
whose dual one is.
6.2 A C1,0 Struture on Pj
Having veried that loal smoothness of the dual ones obtains for large lasses
of ones, we shall in the sequel always assume that Ω∗ is loally smooth. In
partiular, Lemma 25 allows for the denition of extremal generators eF (E) =
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eF ∈ E⊛ for any (E, F ) ∈ Pj , and by Corollary 28, this denes a set-
theoretial embedding of the bres of ξ .
We shall show that the embedding is in fat brewise bi-Lipshitz, and that
the image is a losed C1,0 submanifold of Pj×X . To aomplish this, we apply
a simple but eetive idea used by Pugh in his dynamial systems proof of
the CairnsWhitehead Theorem [26, Proof of Proposition 3.3℄. Namely, it is
a basi fat from analysis that if the derivative of a Lipshitz map g (whih
exists almost everywhere due to Rademaher's Theorem) an be extended
ontinuously, then g is C1 . Thus, if ξ : Pj → Pj−1 is given a brewise Lipshitz
manifold struture, it is suient to show that the family of the tangent
spaes whih exist almost everywhere in every Lipshitz hart, extends to a
ontinuous map to an appropriate Grassmannian. It follows that the bres
have regular loal C1 parametrisations.
The main part of the proof will in fat onsist in establishing the Lipshitz
struture.
Proposition 31 The map
e : Pj → X : (E, F ) 7→ eF (E)
is a losed embedding and bi-Lipshitz on every bre of ξ : Pj → Pj−1 , loally
uniformly with respet to the bres. Here, the metri on Pj is the box metri
for a metri on the spae P =
⋃d
i=0 Pi induing the Fell topology on this set.
In the proposition's proof, we shall need a metri whih denes the Fell topol-
ogy on the set C of all losed onvex ones in X . For all losed subsets
A,B ⊂ X , dene the exess funtional e(A,B) = sup{dist(a, B)|a ∈ A} ,
and set
h(A,B) = max(e(A ∩ B, B), e(B ∩ B, A)) for all A,B ∈ C
where B is the unit ball in X . If a ∈ A ∩ B , then the projetion b = πB(a)
onto B has ‖b‖ 6 ‖a‖ 6 1 , so dist(a, B) = dist(a, B ∩ B) . Hene, h = H ,
where
H(A,B) = max(e(A ∩ B, B ∩ B), e(B ∩ B, A ∩ B)) for all A,B ∈ C .
Sine H(A,B) is the Hausdor distane of A ∩ B and B ∩ B , h denes a
metri. By [5, Exerise 5.1.10, Lemma 7.2.6℄, the topology indued on C by
the distane funtion h oinides with the subspae topology from F(X) .
Moreover, the WalkupWets Isometry Theorem [5, Theorem 7.2.9℄ shows that
the map C 7→ C∗ is an isometry for h .
PROOF of Proposition 31. Observe that the map e has losed graph.
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In fat, given sequenes (Ek, Fk) → (E, F ) and eFk(Ek) → e , then by [2,
Proposition 2.2.8℄ and ontinuity of polarity [5, Corollary 7.2.12℄, we have
〈Ek〉 → 〈E〉 , F⊥k → F⊥ , and E∗k → E∗ . From the denition of Painlevé
Kuratowski onvergene (f. [2, Setion 2.1℄), we onlude
e ∈ 〈E〉 ∩ E∗ ∩ F⊥ = R>0 · eF (E) .
Sine e is a unit vetor, we have e = eF (E) . Thus, e indeed has losed graph.
Beause Pj and the unit sphere of X are ompat, it follows that e is ontin-
uous and losed.
Now, to the bi-Lipshitz ontinuity on every bre. Fix (E, F ) ∈ Pj . Beause
e is ontinuous and eF is a unit vetor, there exists an open neighbourhood
UE,F ⊂ Pj of (E, F ) , suh that
(eH1(G1)|eH2(G2)) > 0 for every (Gj, Hj) ∈ UE,F , j = 1, 2 .
Let (G,Hj) ∈ UE,F , j = 1, 2 . Writing ej = eHj , we obtain
h(H1, H2) = h(H
∗
1 ∩ 〈G〉, H∗2 ∩ 〈G〉) = ‖e1 − (e1|e2) · e2‖ =
√
1− (e1|e2)2 ,
beause C 7→ C∗ is an isometry and we may onsider h relative to 〈G〉 . Sine
(e1|e2) ∈ [0, 1] , we have
√
2 ·
√
1− (e1|e2)2 > ‖e1 − e2‖ =
√
2− 2(e1|e2) >
√
1− (e1|e2)2 .
Thus, the map e is bi-Lipshitz when restrited to UE,F ∩ ξ−1(G) , with Lip-
shitz onstants independent of G ∈ ξ(UE,F ) . By ompatness, we obtain
global Lipshitz onditions.
Theorem 32 The image of Pj under (ξ, e) is a losed C1,0 submanifold of
ξ(Pj) × X (whih is a C1,0 manifold over ξ(Pj) with respet to the rst pro-
jetion). This denes a C1,0 manifold struture on Pj over ξ(Pj) ⊂ Pj−1 suh
that the brewise tangent spae at (E, F ) ∈ Pj is E1/2(F ) .
The theorem's proof follows the basi strategy outlined at the beginning of
the subsetion and deomposes into a sequene of lemmata.
Lemma 33 Let (E, F ), (E, F ik) ∈ Pj , F ik → F , i = 0, 1 , and εk → 0+ .
Whenever the limit v = limk ε
−1
k · (eF 0k − eF 1k ) exists, it lies in E1/2(F ) .
PROOF. First, we have v ⊥ F . Indeed, write eik = eF ik . If f ∈ F , then there
exist f jk ∈ F ik suh that f ik → f . In partiular,
(v|f) = limk ε−1k · (e0k − e1k|f ik) = (−1)1−i · limk ε−1k · (e1−ik |f ik) > 0 ,
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sine e1−ik ∈ E⊛ ⊂ Ω and f ik ∈ F ik ⊂ E , so (v|f) = 0 . This shows that v ⊥ F ,
as desired. Moreover, it is lear that v ∈ 〈E〉 .
Remains to prove that v ⊥ eF . This is seen similarly, namely
(v|eF ) = limk ε−1k · (e0k − e1k|eik) = (−1)i · limk ε−1k · (1− (e0k|e1k)) ,
and thus (v|eF ) = −(v|eF ) = 0 . This proves our assertion.
Lemma 34 Given (E, F ) ∈ Pj , the map p = pE1/2(F ) is injetive in a neigh-
bourhood U of eF = eF (E) in e(ξ
−1(E)) .
PROOF. To establish the injetivity of p , assume, seeking a ontradition,
that for eah neighbourhood U ⊂ e(ξ−1(E)) of eF , there exist y1, y2 ∈ U , y1 6=
y2 , suh that y1 − y2 ∈ E1/2(F )⊥ . Then there are sequenes ykj ∈ e(ξ−1(E)) ,
j = 1, 2 , suh that
0 < ‖yk1 − yk2‖ 6 1k , yk1 − yk2 ⊥ E1/2(F ) .
Passing to a subsequene, the limit v = limk‖yk1 − yk2‖−1(yk1 − yk2) exists. Then
v ∈ E1/2(F )⊥ , and by Lemma 33, v ∈ E1/2(F ) . This is a ontradition, sine
‖v‖ = 1 .
Lemma 35 Let K ⊂ Rn be a ompat subset, B ⊂ Rm a losed ball entred at
the origin. Assume that f, g : K → B are ontinuous, and that for all x ∈ K ,
we have f(x) = λ · g(x) for some λ > 0 (depending on x). If g has onvex
bres and g(K) = B , then f(K) ontains δ · B for some δ > 0 .
PROOF. In fat, there is no restrition in assuming that B is the unit ball.
The map g is ontinuous and open, and its bres are ompat onvex sets.
Thus, by Mihael's Seletion Theorem [21, Theorem 3.1'℄, g has a ontinuous
setion, s , say.
Let x ∈ B , ‖x‖ = 1 . Then (f ◦ s)(0) = 0 and (f ◦ s)([0, x]) ⊂ [0, x] . Sine
f ◦ s has some non-zero value on [0, x] , beause g does, we dedue that
δx = diam(f ◦ s)([0, x]) > 0 ,
and [0, δx · x] = (f ◦ s)([0, x]) ⊂ f(K) . It is lear that x 7→ δx is lower semi-
ontinuous and thus assumes its inmum. Thus, there exists δ > 0 suh that
[0, δx] ⊂ f(K) for all x ∈ B , ‖x‖ = 1 . Hene, δ · B ⊂ f(K) .
Remark 36 Let C ⊂ Rn be a losed onvex set, U0 ⊂ Rn a linear subspae,
u ∈ U⊥0 , U = U0 + u , and x ∈ ∂(C ∩ U) . If y ∈ X is an inner normal to
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C in x , i.e. (x|y) = infz∈C(z|y) , then pU0(y) is an inner normal to pU0(C ∩
U) = C ∩ U − u in pU0(x) = x − u . In fat, by the Projetion Theorem,
(z|y) = (z − u|pU0(y)) .
Lemma 37 Let (E, F ) ∈ Pj . The map p = pE1/2(F ) : e(ξ−1(E)) → E1/2(F )
is open in a neighbourhood of eF = eF (E) .
PROOF. The map p is ertainly open onto its image, so it sues to show
that the image ontains some ball.
Denote by ∂maxE the set of all those boundary points of E whih lie in the
relative interior of fae of E whih is maximal dimensional relative Ω∗ . Then
∂maxE is an open subset of ∂E , and onsists of regular points of E . In parti-
ular, the Gauÿ map ν : ∂maxE → X whih to x ∈ ∂maxE assoiates the unique
inner unit normal to E in x , is well-dened. The bre ξ−1(E) is preisely the
quotient of ∂maxE by the equivalene relation indued by ν , and ν drops to
the map ξ−1(E)→ e(ξ−1(E)) : G 7→ eG(E) .
Hene, it is suient to see that the image of the restrition of p ◦ ν to some
neighbourhood of a point in the relative interior of F ontains some ball. Fix
x ∈ F ◦ and let e = eF (E) . Then the plane 〈x, e〉 intersets E⊛◦ ∩ E◦ in some
point h∗ suh that (h∗|x) = 1 .
Let S0 = h
∗⊥
and S = S0+h where h = ‖h∗‖−2 ·h∗ . Then E ∩S is a ompat
onvex base of E . Sine h ∈ 〈x, e〉 ⊂ E1/2(F )⊥ , we have that E1/2(F ) ⊂ S0 .
Sine h ∈ E⊛◦ and E⊛◦∩F⊥ = ∅ , pS0|F⊥ is a linear isomorphism of F⊥ onto
T0 = pS0(F
⊥) . Thus, E1/2(F ) ⊂ T0 is a hyperplane, and p fators through
pT0 . Let T = T0+ x˜ ⊂ S0 . Then x˜ = pS0(x) = x−h is an exposed point of the
ompat onvex set C = (E − h) ∩ T . Indeed, e˜ = pS0(e) is an inner normal
at x˜ by Remark 36, so x˜+ E1/2(F ) = x˜+ S0 ∩ e˜⊥ is a supporting hyperplane
for C , and C ∩ (x˜+ E1/2(F )) = x˜ .
Let ∂maxC = T ∩ (∂maxE−h) . Then the Gauÿ map ν0 : ∂maxC → T0 whih to
any point y assoiates the unique unit inner normal to C in y , is well-dened.
We laim that for any y ∈ ∂maxC suiently lose to x˜ , there exists λ > 0
suh that (p ◦ ν)(y + h) = λ · (p ◦ ν0)(y) . If this is the ase and the image of
p ◦ ν0 on some ompat subset of ∂maxC ontains some ball, then by Lemma
35, the same is true for the image of p ◦ ν . Indeed, the bres of ν0 are faes of
C , and p is loally injetive by Lemma 34.
By Remark 36, for all y ∈ ∂maxC , we have pT0(ν(y + h)) = λ · ν(y) for some
λ > 0 , and we may apply p on both sides of the equation. If y = x˜ = x− h ,
then ν(x) = e ∈ F⊥ , and pT0 |F⊥ is an isomorphism, so pT0(ν(x)) 6= 0 . Thus,
λ > 0 if y is suiently lose to x˜ .
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We are now redued to proving that (p ◦ ν0)(K) ontains some ball for some
ompat neighbourhood K ⊂ ∂maxC of x˜ . This follows similarly as in [12,
Proof of Lemma 5.2℄. Sine we are not ware of an English translation of Fe-
dotov's paper, we detail the argument.
Let B ⊂ T0 be a ball entred at x˜ suh that K = B ∩ ∂C is ontained in
∂maxC . Let H ⊂ S0 be the ane hyperplane through x˜ whih supports C .
Sine x˜ is exposed, there exists a half spae H+ ontaining x˜ in its interior
and with edge H ′ parallel to H , suh that H+ ∩ C ⊂ B .
Moreover, H ′ ∩ B ⊂ C is the base of a round (Lorentz) one W ⊂ T0 with
apex x˜ and apex angle 0 < α < π , and spans an ane hyperplane parallel to
the linear hyperplane E1/2(F ) ⊂ T0 . Its relative dual one W ′ with apex 0 is
a round one with apex angle π−α . Let V be the intersetion of the relative
interior of W ′ with the unit sphere in T0 . Then, by elementary trigonometry,
p(V ) is preisely the open ball around zero in E1/2(F ) with radius cos
α
2
> 0 .
We laim V ⊂ ν0(K) . In fat, if y ∈ V , then the ane hyperplane Hy
through x˜ with normal y intersets W in its apex x˜ . Therefore, Hy ∩ H ′ is
disjoint from B ∩H ′ = W ∩H ′ . In other words, Hy ∩ C ⊂ H+ . If Hy = H ,
then y = ν0(x˜) . Otherwise, Hy intersets C in the interior of H+∩C , and the
supporting hyperplane H ′y of C with inner normal y also has H
′
y ∩ C ⊂ H+ .
Thus, H ′y ∩ C ⊂ B ∩ ∂C = K , and y ∈ ν0(K) . This proves the lemma.
Remark 38 The artile by Fedotov referred to in the proof of Lemma 37
is ertainly known to experts in onvexity, and R. Shneider ites it in his
monograph [30℄.
PROOF of Theorem 32. By Lemmata 34 and 37, e(ξ−1(E)) is a topologial
manifold of dimension k = dimE1/2(F ) = nd−j−1 − nd−j − 1 . Moreover, the
injetivity of p shows that E1/2(F )
⊥
is transverse to eF (E) ∈ e(ξ−1(E)) in the
sense of Whitehead [37, p. 155f.℄. As explained there, p : e(ξ−1(E))→ E1/2(F )
has a loal Lipshitz inverse on some ball B ⊂ E1/2(F ) . Therefore, e(ξ−1(E))
is in fat a Lipshitz manifold.
With respet to the Lipshitz hart p−1 , e(ξ−1(E)) has tangent spaes on a set
of full k-dimensional Hausdor measure in p−1(B) . These tangent spaes have
dimension k , and thus, by Lemma 33, in the eG(E) ∈ p−1(B) , the tangent
spae isE1/2(G) . But the map eG(E) 7→ E1/2(G) is well dened and ontinuous
with values the Grassmannian of k-planes in 〈E〉 . By the argument given at
the beginning of this subsetion, it follows that p−1 is a regular C1 map. Sine
p and the derivative of p−1 depend ontinuously on (E, F ) , it follows that Pj
is indeed a losed C1,0 submanifold.
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6.3 Constrution of a C1,0 Groupoid and a Proper Homomorphism
We now proeed to the seond step in the proof of our index theorem, as
explained above. Sine ξ : Pj → ξ(Pj) ⊂ Pj−1 is a C1,0 manifold over ξ(Pj) , we
may onsider the vetor bundle ̺ : Σj−1 → Pj−1 , and apply the onstrution
of Subsetion 5.1 to
Y = ξ(Pj) , M = Pj , p = ξ , and E = Σj−1|ξ(Pj) ,
in the notation used there. Thus,
Dj = ξ∗Σj−1 ×Pj (Pj ×Pj−1 Pj) =
{
(E, u, F1, F2)
∣∣∣ (E, Fi) ∈ Pj , u ∈ E⊥}
is a C1,0 groupoid over D(0)j = Pj . Its Lie algebroid is ξ∗Σj−1 ⊕ TPj . Observe
that sine
F⊥ = E⊥ ⊕ E1/2(F )⊕ R · eF for all (E, F ) ∈ Pj ,
there is an isomorphism
A(Dj)× R ∼= η∗Σj : (E, F, u⊕ v, r) 7→ (E, F, u+ v + r · eF )
of topologial vetor bundles over Pj , in partiular, of topologial groupoids.
We now onsider the groupoid WDj and dene
ϕ :WDj →WΩ|(Uj+1 \ Uj−1)
by
ϕ(τ) =


(E, r1, u+ r2eF2 − r1eF1)
{
τ = (E, u, F1, F2, r1, r2 − r1)
∈ Dj × (R⋊ R)|R>0 ;
(F, 0, u+ v + reF )
{
τ = (E, F, u⊕ v,∞, r)
∈ A(Dj)×∞× R .
Proposition 39 The map ϕ is a proper strit morphism.
PROOF. Reall that WΩ ⊂ Ω×X is a losed embedding, so we may hek
the ontinuity of ϕ omponent-wise. Equally, WDj ⊂ TDj ×WR>0 is a losed
embedding. Now,
Pj → Pj−1 ×X : (E, F, v) 7→ (E, eF )
is a C1,0 hart. The orresponding C1,0 map on Dj is given by
f : Dj → Pj ×X : (E, u, F,G) 7→ (E, F, u+ eG − eF ) .
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Hene, let (E, F, u⊕ v) ∈ ξ∗Σj−1 ⊕ TPj = A(Dj) . Observe
r(E, F, u⊕ v) = (E, F ) ≡ (E, 0, F, F ) ∈ Dj .
Sine E1/2(F ) = TeF e(ξ
−1(E)) , there exist Fε ∈ Pj , Fε ⊂ E , suh that
F = limε→0+ Fε and v = limε→0+
eFε − eF
ε
.
Moreover, γ(ε) = (E, ε ·u, F, Fε) is a C1 urve in r−1(E, F, v) representing the
tangent vetor (E, F, u+ v) . We nd
T(E,F )f(u+ v) = (f ◦ γ)′(0) = (E, F, u+ v) .
By the denition of the topology on the tangent groupoid, the seond ompo-
nent of ϕ is ontinuous.
As to the ontinuity of the rst omponent, we need to see that
−F ∗ = limε→0+ eF1ε
ε
− E∗ε in Ω
if (E, F, u⊕ v) = limε→0+(Eε, uε, F1ε, F2ε, ε) in TDj . In fat, we have already
seen that F = limε→0+ F1ε , and E = limε→0+Eε . By ontinuity of polarity [5,
Corollary 7.2.12℄, E∗ = limε→0+E
∗
ε . Then
limε→0+
eF1ε
ε
−E∗ε = limε→0+
eF
ε
−E∗
= limλ→∞ λ · eF − E∗ = R>0 · eF − E∗ = −F ∗ ,
beause eF generates the relative dual fae of F in E
⊛
, and by [2, Lemma
2.2.4℄. Therefore, ϕ is ontinuous, and it is trivial to hek that it indeed is a
homomorphism.
To see that ϕ is proper, note rst that WΩ|Yj is losed in WΩ|(Uj+1 \ Uj−1) .
For any K ⊂ WΩ|Yj , we have ϕ−1(K) ⊂ A(Dj)×R . But the restrition of ϕ
to this set is the omposition of the projetion η∗Σj → Σj , whih is proper,
with the losed embedding Σj ⊂ WΩ|Yj . Hene, ϕ−1(K) is ompat if K is.
Similarly, if K ⊂ WΩ|(Uj+1 \ Uj−1) is ompat and ompletely ontained in
WΩ|Yj−1 , then there exists 1 6 R <∞ suh that
max(‖λ(r(ω))‖, ‖λ(s(ω))‖) 6 R for all ω ∈ K ,
where we reall from [2, Theorem 9℄ that λ : Ω¯→ X is dened by λ(x−F ∗) = x
and its restrition to Yj−1 is ontinuous. Furthermore,
L =
{
u ∈ X
∣∣∣ ∃E ∈ Pj−1 , v1, v2 ∈ E⊛ : (E, v1, u+ v2 − v1) ∈ K}
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is ompat. Hene,
ϕ−1(K) ⊂ Pj−1 × L× Pj × Pj × [0, R]× [−R,R]
is ompat in WDj .
It remains to onsider a sequene
ωk =
(
Ek, r
1
k · eF 1k , uk + r
2
keF 2k − r
1
keF 1k
)
onverging to (F, 0, u + w) ∈ Σj , u ⊥ F , w ∈ F⊛ , and to exhibit a subse-
quene of (Ek, uk, F
1
k , F
2
2 , r
1
k, r
2
k−r1k) onverging to (E, F, u⊕v,∞, r) for some
E ∈ Pj−1 , F ⊂ E , u ∈ E1/2(F ) , r ∈ R , suh that w = v + r · eF .
In fat, by ompatness of Pj ×Pj−1 Pj , by passing to a subsequene, we may
assume that (Ek, F
1
k , F
2
k )→ (E, F ′, F ′′) . Moreover, sine
limk r
1
k · eF 1k − E
∗
k → −F ∗ and dimF < dimE = dimEk ,
the sequene r1k ·eF 1k is unbounded by [2, Lemma 13 (iii)℄, so r1k →∞ . Beause
Ek → E and we have dimEk = dimE , we obtain E⊥k → E⊥ . Thus,
uk + r
2
k · eF 2k − r
1
k · eF 1k → u+ w implies uk → u ,
whene in turn r2k · eF 2k − r1k · eF 1k → w . Beause
‖r2k · eF 2k − r
1
k · eF 1k ‖
2 = (r2k − r1k · (eF 2k |eF 1k ))
2 + (r1k · (1− (eF 2k |eF 1k )))
2 ,
passing to a subsequene, we may assume r2k−r1k → r ∈ R , and eF 2k−eF 1k → 0 ,
so F ′ = F ′′ . Now,
−F ∗ = limk r1k · eF 1k −E
∗
k = limλ→∞ λ · eF ′ − E∗ .
This implies that eF ′ lies in the relative interior of E
⊛ ∩ F⊥ = R>0 · eF , and
hene eF = eF ′ , whih nally gives F = F
′
. Sine (r2k − r1k) · eF 2k → r · eF , the
limit v = limk r
1
k · (eF 2k − eF 1k ) exists. Neessarily, v ∈ E1/2(F ) , by Lemma 33.
We onlude w = v + r · eF . Thus, we have established the required relation
(Ek, uk, F
1
k , F
2
k , r
1
k, r
2
k − r1k)→ (E, F, u⊕ v,∞, r) in WDj ,
and thereby, that ϕ is proper.
6.4 Proof of the Main Theorem
As a orollary of the onstrution of the proper strit morphism ϕ , we ob-
tain the topologial WienerHopf index formula on the level of operator KK
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theory. To that end, let
ϕ0 : A(Dj)× R = η∗Σj → Σj ⊂ WΩ|Yj
and
ϕ1 : Dj × (R⋊ R)|R>0 →WΩ|Yj−1
be the orresponding restritions of ϕ .
Theorem 40 We have the following expression for ∂j :
∂j ⊗KK(ϕ1) = KK(ϕ0)⊗ y ⊗ τj in KK1
(
C∗r(WΩ|Yj),C∗r(Dj)
)
.
Here, τj is the ConnesSkandalis map assoiated to the tangent groupoid TDj ,
and the element y ∈ KK1(S,C) is assoiated to the lassial WienerHopf
extension.
PROOF. Consider the strit morphism ϕ : WDj → WΩ|(Uj+1 \ Uj−1) from
Proposition 39. Applying Corollary 6, we obtain
∂j ⊗KK(ϕ1) = KK(ϕ0)⊗ ∂ ,
where ∂ represents the extension for WDj from Corollary 14. Now, the asser-
tion follows from Theorem 18.
Consider the embeddings
iPj : Pj → Pj−1 ×X2 : (E, F ) 7→ (E, eF , 0) ,
iΣj−1 : Σj → Pj−1 ×X2 : (E, u) 7→ (E, u, 0) ,
and the assoiated topologial family index ϕTPj⊕ξ∗Σj−1 ⊗ ϕ−1Σj−1|ξ(Pj) (f. Se-
tion 5).
Reall from the introdution or [2, Proposition 16℄ that the inlusion of Σj
in WΩ|Yj is a Morita equivalene, and similarly for Σj−1 . By this token, the
element ∂j ∈ KK1(C∗r(WΩ|Yj),C∗r(WΩ|Yj−1)) may be pulled bak to an ele-
ment ofKK1(C∗r(Σj),C
∗
r(Σj−1)) whih we denote by the same letter. Applying
Theorem 21, we obtain the following orollary.
Corollary 41 Let η be the ∗-morphism indued by the projetion η∗Σj → Σj
(whih is proper), and similarly let ζ be indued by the losed embedding ζ :
Σj−1|ξ(Pj)→ Σj−1 . Then
ζ ∗∂j = η
∗[y ⊗ ϕTPj⊕ξ∗Σj−1 ⊗ ϕ−1Σj−1|ξ(Pj)]
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in KK1(C∗r(Σj),C
∗
r(Σj |ξ(Pj))) . If ξ : Pj → Pj−1 is surjetive, i.e. every
nd−j+1-dimensional fae of the one Ω
∗
ontains an nd−j-dimensional fae,
then ζ is the identity.
PROOF. The assertion follows from Theorems 40 and 21 by noting that
η∗ = KK(ϕ0) , and that ϕ1 drops to ζ through π .
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